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EDITORIAL 
 

This year has brought into prominence Black and Mixed-Race People’s fight 
for equality and against prejudice in all walks of life and in all countries, and at 
the time of preparing this journal it is October, which has been designated Black 
History Month.  Therefore we felt it appropriate to have some articles that can 
show how Black people have been living and working in Glamorgan.  Jamie 
Baker has written of his mixed-race upbringing in Wales, Gerald Jarvis of the 
mixed-race brother he didn’t know he had, and Jeff Coleman writes of his 
Headmaster father’s school in Bute Town, Cardiff.  Rhian Diggins tells of the 
infamous 1919 Cardiff Race Riots, and Sue Hamer has found some diary 
entries of William Thomas, an 18th century country schoolmaster, who relates 
the lives of his neighbours including a  number who are overseas in the West 
Indies and off the coast of Guinea involved in the slave trade.  Diane Brook 
gives us some of the situations encountered by Black people who have been 
living and working in Wales over the last hundred years, and there is a brief 
outline of where some of the famed Welsh industrialists obtained their wealth, 
with a very useful section on where to find out more. 
 
A linked subject has been Kath Rees’s submission about her Irish Great- 
Great-Grandfather, and she gives a quote from an  Irish Times article of 1997 
urging the British Government to treat the Irish as an ethnic minority, and to 
ensure no discrimination.  (I have never forgotten how, when I left the Rhondda 
Valley in 1961 as a teenager to seek my fortune in London, the notices I saw 
on the boarding houses and flats to rent - “No dogs, no Blacks, no Irish”).   
 
2020 as we all know has been a horrendous year for many with the virus still 
at large and much fear for our families and friends and livelihoods.  As has 
happened throughout the year, the various lockdowns seem to have inspired 
many to put fingers to keyboard and we have had some excellent articles, too 
many for this journal, so several are being held over.  We could not miss, 
however, the last chance to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the ending 
of World War II, and Barrie Jones writes part 1 of the exciting exploits of his 
father, and there is also a fascinating insight, little-known, into what the town 
of Barry was preparing to do should there have been an invasion.  In addition 
an article on the Gronow family.  The next Journal, due in March, and because 
it is the month of our patron saint, is being edited by Anna Brueton of the 
London Welsh Society, and we have some really interesting material from her 
members with excellent old photos.  Until then, let us all join in wishing each 
other a brighter year for 2021, a healthier year, and a move into a more tolerant 
and understanding society for us all, regardless of race, creed, colour and 
gender.                                                     Jean Fowlds, editor@glamfhs.org.uk 
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (TRUSTEES)  

COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS UPDATE 
 
Executive Committee meetings continue to take place online via Zoom during the 
local and national lockdowns and we have been reviewing the situation monthly.     
 
Since September a number of talks, Beginners/Brickwall and Coffee and Chat 
sessions have also been held online.  We shall also be holding an Extra-Ordinary 
General Meeting shortly to make amendments to our Constitution including the 
facility to allow voting to take place online.   
 
Our volunteers who run the Resource Centre at Aberkenfig and in our Branches 
have been considering how best to prepare for re-opening when the restrictions 
are lifted and, although it is difficult at present to know when reopening will be 
possible, measures are being put in place to ensure the safety of our volunteers, 
members and visitors.  Many branches have taken the opportunity of the extended 
lockdown to undertake projects with their members.  Further information about 
individual Branch’s plans and projects are given in the reports in the Society News 
& Reports section of this journal.  
 
Further updates will be available via our Monthly ‘Mail Chimp’ Newsletters, on 
our website and Facebook Group.  If there are members who have an email 
address but have not received a Newsletter please contact our membership team 
to check we have your current email.   You can also ‘Opt In’ to receive a Newsletter 
via the website.   Members can unsubscribe from the Newsletter if they do not 
wish to receive it by clicking on the link at the bottom of the email.                           
 
Annual General Meeting – Saturday 6 March at 2 pm - Online Via Zoom 
Due to the continuing restrictions the decision has been taken to hold our AGM in 
March 2021 online as it is not thought it will be possible to hold a face to face 
meeting.  We will therefore need to change the way we undertake voting for our 
Society Officers and Trustees.   

1. Nominations for Society Officers and Trustees will need to be returned to 
our Honorary Secretary, Jane Jones by 1 January.  A nomination form is 
included in the centre insert of this journal and is available on our website. 

2. The nominations received will be announced in the March journal 
(distributed mid-February), via the Society Newsletter and online via our 
website. 

3. Members not able to attend the AGM online on 6 March should then 
return voting forms to Hon Secretary, Jane Jones by 28 February.   

 
Meic Jones, Chairman, 1 November 2020 
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MISSING 18TH CENTURY GLAMORGAN ANCESTORS 
Did they go ‘Trading’?    

Some extracts from William Thomas’ Diary 
showing Glamorgan links to the West Indies. 

#180 Sue Hamer 
 

If you have ancestors in the Vale of Glamorgan mid 18th century William Thomas’s 
diary is an essential read.    
 
In order to try to convey how trade with the West Indies was an integral part of 
many inhabitants’ lives I have extracted examples of entries where there is a 
reference to the West Indies.  With Bristol as the main market town for the area 
it is not surprising that during the 18th century there were industrial and 
commercial as well as maritime links supporting the colonies in the West Indies.  
Towards the end of the diary the entries relate more to individuals who have been 
part of the British Navy during the war with France.  There are also examples of 
the risks involved in such trade as well as individuals who have made a fortune 
from ownership of plantations, in particular the WELLS family from Cardiff.  
 
1762 29 August  Was buried since the month of march last in St Kitts Isle, that 
wicked man, who with Captain WASHBUT, in 1754, in the Thetis snow of Bristol, 
was the cause of much grief to John BANKER, Carpenter in the same who used 
him as barbarous as Indians, vizt John ROBERTS, called Dr Roberts, by birth 
from Cowbridge, being son of John Roberts, apothecary of Cowbridge.  He was 
about 40 years of age, had been 13 voyages on the coast of Guinea etc but 
villainous to the men.   
 
1763  15 December These few days past, Mathew JENKIN of Rydlaver, a great 
drover in cattle, agreed with a Merchant in Bristol (as his friends reports because 
the Merchant missed to pay him for the cattle after sold them) and killed about 60 
oxen, and shipped them for Barbadoes and left behind from £300 to £400 in debt, 
and several people in the lurge.  He owed Evan TREHERN £60, Richard JONES 
of Trehill £20, Thomas WILLIAM of Penarth £34 etc.  He himself went a board. 
 
1764 16 April  Heard that William EVAN, the Brother of Rachel GRONOW, was 
buried in Antigua since the month of November last past, of 34 years and about 
six months old.  He had gone there this five years ago as a merchant clerk, which 
they brag as a factor, and had seven seals of book under his hands and worth 
much.  He was in London years, before he went for Antigua, in office.  Had bought 
books and two globes and went with them to the Island.  
 
1764  27 August Matthew JENKIN of Redlaver have returned from Barbadoes 
this four weeks past, after sold his meat there, being he slain near 60 oxen and 
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went with the beef there to be sold and returned home some wine and sugar.  As 
soon as he came to Bristol, he was taken to custody by some of his creditors, 
which he discharged and was set at liberty, and came home, but keeps himself 
privately by reason of his debt, which he have not forthwith to pay. 
 
1766  6 February  Was buried on the Coast of Guinea, John STEPHENS of 
Cardiff, a grandson of old Philip Stephens of ditto deceased.  He was a 
midshipman under Thomas JONES of Cardiff. 
 
1767 11 March  Was buried in Penmark this 11 weeks past, Ann SWEET, wife of 
William HARY of Aberdda (Aberthaw) (who had absconded to sea these seven 
years past) and sister of Thomas Sweet, Boatsman, of Aberdda, and sister of the 
wife of William CLAXSON lately deceased.  Off 55 years of age, from a cancerous 
breast, which eated to her side, and from grief taken than her son lately ship’d 
himself for Guinea.   
 
1767 10 October  Ringing of bells in Cardiff, on the coming home of William 
WELLS1, son to the Revd Mr Nathaniel Wells, who is abroad this 18 years or 
more in St Christopher Island and elsewhere, and now as the report runs, worth 
60,000 pounds.   
 
1768  Dy’d in Guinea on that Coast, John THOMAS, of Landough juxta Penarth, 
of about 30 years of age, from a worm in his leg.  Being a Sailor, who lately sold 
his life in a house at Landough to Thomas THOMAS, he dy’d since last summer. 
 
1769 6 January  A true report came to Bristol of the death of Captain Richard 
PRIEST, eldest son of Mr Priest the Boatsman of Cardiff, on the coast of Guinea, 
since the month of May last, and some say he was killed by the Blacks.  This was 
the third voyage to him to those parts etc.  He was about 30 years of aga and a 
very Riotous young man.  Several from Cardiff, as Mr EDWARDS, Mr 
GREENWOOD etc, did venture much money with him in his first voyage and 
never since had nothing nor no accompt from them, but had this year and more 
sued his father and sister for them, being they were his sureties, but the law 
undetermined.  His death I doubt ended it.  
 
1769  11 August  Was buried in Wenvoe George MORGAN, a base son of Alse, 
now Mrs DEERE, of the Upper House in Wenvoe, from Mr Morgans, deceased, 
of Rubina (sic).  Of 31 years of age, from few days severe fever and very pityfull, 
being his head, neck and all his body swollen in few hours after his death to a 
prodigious zize and turned all black and blew.  Some say he had been poisoned 
by the blacks, being but six weeks since he came home after he had been seven 

 
1 See Legacies of Slave Ownership Website following article.   
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years out Tradeing to Negroland and the West Indies.  He was risen up a 
Carpenter, but was out the last war a privateering.  A proud, spendriff sort of a 
man, and much addicted to women.  He was not in health since he came home. 
 
1769 16 August  Both Evan WILLIAM and his brother William William, sons of 
Evan William of the Green in Michaelstone super Eley, deceased, ship’d 
themselves in Bristol last March to a West India vessel, the ship traded there and 
to Guinea for slaves, and are now dead as the report is.  Evan, a Cooper about 
25 years of age, William a Labourer about 22 years of age, being young lads that 
gave themselves to a riotous sort of life. 
 
1774  23 May  Dy’d since the month of October last William EDWARD, son of 
Thomas EDWARD, Weaver, of Wenvoe, on his passage to Jamaica.  Of about 
20 years of age. 
 
1776 14 September  Was buried in Bristol from that Hospital since the 25th of 
June last, Richard JENKIN, son of William Jenkin of Castle Hill.  He served in the 
last Militia but ship’d himself with Edward REES for Guinea because of the wreck 
and came home blind, and had the Interest to go to Bristol Infirmary or Hospital, 
where he dy’d. 
 
1783  September  Dy’d lately on sea in the West Indies, being there in the King’s 
Navy, John, the son of George WILLIAM, lately of Coed y Grose, about 25 years 
of age.  His brother George dy’d a prisoner with the Spaniards this five years 
nearly.  Both brothers dy’d in the present war. 
 
1784 6 July  Dy’d a Board by coming home from the Leeward Islands, Thomas 
the son of Cate VOSS of St Faggans, on sea those years past. 
 
1791 12 August  Was buried in the Parish of St George’s in the island of St 
Vincent since the 29th day of July 1787, Thomas JENKIN, a nephew of Mr Jenkins 
of Denispowis, deceased, son to his brother Robert JENKIN, who had after 
Jenkins the late William LEWIS’s house at Denispowis and sold it to Cecil JOHN 
of the BIGLISS, but if he dy’d heirless it was to Gabriel Powell, who is now the 
Right Owner of it. 
 
1793 26 September  Lately Dy’d in the West Indies William WELLS Esq only 
brother of the Revd Robert WELLS, Rector of Penmaen in Gower, 
Glamorganshire, and son from his first wife to the Revd Nathaniel WELLS, late 
Rector of St Andrews, etc.  Of 60 years of age or more.   
 
1794 28 November  Dy’d lately at Port au Prince in the West Indies, James 
LEWIS, the son of Thomas Lewis, late of the Court, St Faggans, of near 18 years 
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of age.  From a disease that raged there, for he was aboard the Sceptre Ship of 
War. 
 
Editor’s note: William Thomas (1762-1795) was a country schoolmaster who 
wrote about the ordinary lives of the people of the Vale of Glamorgan  His diary 
can be purchased from the South Wales Record Society (publication no 11) at 
£17.50 in hardback, ISBN 0 9525961 0 S.  

           
 

 

LEGACIES OF SLAVE OWNERSHIP DATABASE 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/ 

 
“Nathaniel Wells (1779-1852) son of William Wells, a sugar planter and merchant 
in St Kitts, and his enslaved house worker Juggy. 
 
Born 10/09/1779 in St Kitts.  His father was William Wells (1730-1794), who 
moved to St Kitts about 1749 and eventually became owner of three sugar 
plantations, the largest of which was Vambells.  His mother was Juggy, an 
enslaved house servant who took the name Joardine Wells on manumission.  His 
father had at least six illegitimate children, as well as legitimate daughters, but 
Nathaniel was the only son and inherited the bulk of his estate on the death of his 
father in 1794 - three sugar plantations and money estimated at £120,000.  
Nathaniel was educated in England and bought Piercefield estate near Chepstow, 
Monmouthshire, for £90,000 in 1802.  He was an integral part of Monmouthshire 
high society, becoming Justice of the Peace in 1806 and Sheriff of Monmouthshire 
in 1818.  He served as church warden at St Arvan's, 1804-1843 and with the Duke 
of Beaufort paid for improvements to the building.”   
 
He received £1400 compensation for 86 slaves on the Fahies and Orton Estate, 
St Kitts following the emancipation of the slaves in 1834 and the passing of the 
Slave Compensation Action in 1837.    
 
The database on the Legacies of Slave Ownership website can be searched for 
all compensation claimants.  Some are large plantation owners others had only 1 
or 2 slaves.  Claimants come from all walks of life.  It is an ongoing project where 
information about the plantations, the owners and the slaves are being added and 
further information is requested. 
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH – Some Resources 
 

A recent BBC programme on Wales and 
Slavery has shown that although it has 
been a misconception by some that 
slavery was an English and Scottish 
institution, and not anything to do with 
Wales,  Wales has as much ‘Slavery 
History’ as any other European country, 
as can be seen from reading the previous 
articles.   
 
RICHARD PENNANT: The BBC 
programme visited Jamaica, to the sugar 
plantations formerly owned by Richard 
PENNANT, who later became Lord 
Penrhyn, and who used his vast wealth 
from sugar to set up the largest slate 
quarry in the world in North Wales.   
 
THOMAS WILLIAMS:  The copper 
produced in Swansea, giving the town its 
‘Copperopolis’ label, was an essential 
bartering tool in the markets of West and 
Central coastal villages of Africa - making ornaments for barter and lining the hulls 
of the slave ships owned by Thomas Williams. 
 
ANTHONY BACON:  The original builder of the township and industry of Merthyr 
Tydfil before the Crawshays bought the Cyfarthfa estate, did all he could to get 
elected as an MP in order to get the contract for shipping slaves from West Africa 
to the West Indies.  There are many more such individuals, well-documented, 
often with contemporary accounts of the lives and money changing hands. 
 
WILLIAM HALL:   A detailed personal account, by William A HALL, tells of what it 
meant to be a slave.  Diane Brook writes: “William Hall was a fugitive slave who 
found his way to Cardiff in 1862.  He wrote a book, through the SPCK, the Society 
of the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, entitled 'Slavery in the United States of 
America'.  His account of his enslaved life, escape and eventual move to Britain, 
ending up in Cardiff, was published in 1862.  A rare copy of the pamphlet held by 
Cardiff University has been digitised and can be seen on archive.org (Search on 
the title and author).  Just a small flavour of the cruelties involved in American 
slavery is seen in the early part of the narrative.  The man's owner took him away 
from his mother when he was only about ten years old (the white owner also being 
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his father!)  His mother followed as her child was being taken away 'and was told 
by my grandfather [the white owner's father] to be silent, or else he would burst 
her head open with his stick'.  The narrative continues with the heartbreaking 
words ‘After my master had sold my wife....'. 
 
I have found no entry for William A Hall or 'Anderson' as he was known when a 
slave, born about 1819, in the UK 1861 census, or in the newspapers for the 
1860s.  A death registration for a William Hall registered in Cardiff in 1865 was 
aged 20 so it cannot be him.  I cannot find him in Canada after his escape from 
slavery and before his migration to England, then Wales.  Perhaps one of our 
readers can find out more about him. 
 
The BBC has also  presented a programme on October 5th dedicated to Black 
Miners which can be seen on their ‘catch-up’ service, and for those interested in 
learning more about black workers underground, the following sites will provide 
insight and information: 
https:www.blackcoalminers.com is based in Nottingham, and their Archives site 
has a great deal of oral as well as written extracts from former coal miners. 
https.www.blackcoalminers.com/archives. 
 
The National Library of Wales (@NLWales) has tweeted that as part of 
#LibrariesWeek and #BlackHistoryMonth  ‘We have released a reading list on 
our websitehttps://t.co/2E0MDT3iSl   We hope it’s a starting point for those who 
want to learn more about the history and experiences of black people in Wales, 
Britain and beyond’. https://t.co/cMRuGqI4vQ 
(https://twitter.com/NLWales/status/1314272471139442689?s=03) 
 
Get the official Twitter app at https://twitter.com/download?s=13  
 

Articles for inclusion in the journal should be sent via email to 
editor@glamfhs.org.uk 
 
It is useful if you can quote the sources used so that other members can 
benefit from your research findings.  Articles should be approximately 
1000-1500 words in length.  We reserve the right to serialise articles which 
are over a certain length.  Contributors should ensure, if submitting images 
and documents, that they have obtained the permission of the copyright 
holder(s).  
The copyright holder of digital images used on websites will be different to 
the original copyright holder and their permission is also needed to enable 
us to reproduce the digital image in the journal.  The Editors reserve the 
right to remove any images from articles where permission to use has not 
been obtained.   
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RESEARCH RESOURCES – TRACING YOUR 
BLACK, SLAVERY OR CARIBBEAN HERITAGE 

 
FAMILY SEARCH  
www.familysearch.org. - You need to set up an account but this is a free 
website.  Click on the area of the world/Caribbean that you wish to view the 
collection of records available.  Digital copies online for countries in the West 
Indies include: 

 civil registration documents (birth, marriage and death certificates) 
 parish registers for some countries  

Coverage for each area varies.   
 
ANCESTRY 
Subscription website but available at home during lockdown via membership 
of your local library.  Contact your library if you do not have an online account.   
“In 1807 The Abolition of Slave Trade Act came into force. The act made the trade in 
slaves from Africa to the British colonies illegal. To combat illicit transportation 
following this act many of the British Colonies began keeping registers of black slaves 
who had been so-called “lawfully enslaved”. In 1819 the Office for the Registry of 
Colonial Slaves was established in London and copies of the slave registers kept by 
the colonies were sent to this office. Registration generally occurred once every three 
years. The registers continue through to 1834 when slavery was officially abolished.” 

 Former British Colonial Dependencies Slave Registers 1813-1834. 
 
FIND MY PAST Subscription website available in local libraries.   

 Newspapers eg Royal Gazette of Jamaica – from mid 18th Century. 
 Some civil registration records, eg Jamaica 
 Royal Africa Company 1694-1743 – lists of employees of the early 

West African slave trade, eg Lists of Living and Dead at the Forts., 
Names of Ships, Sea Captains, Surgeons, Soldiers, Factors, Writers, 
Shipwrights, Carpenters etc   (Ed I find these lists poignant in that 
they are like a census of those living at the forts and on the trading 
ships but of course the slaves are not listed having no names.  They 
are now a commodity to be sold.  For genealogists and family 
historians who daily trace family names this is where, as well as the 
cruelty we know is implicit in this horrendous trade, the impact on 
these people hits home – as well as their freedom, they have lost 
their names, their culture and eventually their descendants will have 
no memories of their origins).  New names will be given to them by 
their owners which will be changed if they are resold.)  
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Bristol Museum and Archive have launched an online collection entitled British 
Empire and Commonwealth Collection which includes early photographs as well 
as links to family collections. 
https://becc.bristol.gov.uk/collections/region 
 
Many local archives are highlighting the black history material within their 
collections, eg Glamorgan Archives has a collection of Estate Maps for the 
Mathew (St Kew Cornwall) family’s plantation In St Christopher as well as other 
documents relating to this estate.   
 
Local studies libraries also have blogs and parts of their websites detailing links 
and resources for researching Caribbean history.   
 
https://www.solihull.gov.uk/caribbeanfamilyhistory 
https://library.uncg.edu/slavery/ http://slavery.msa.ma… 
 
http://www.caribbeanfamilyhistory.org/  
 

 
 

Mail Chimp Monthly Newsletter – ‘Opt In’ Form 
 

If you have not received our monthly newsletter you can now ‘Opt In’ by 
completing the form on our website.  You need to log in to access the form.  

If you change your mind and no longer wish to receive it you can 
‘Unsubscribe’ at any time by clicking on ‘Unsubscribe’ at the bottom of the 

Newsletter.   
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SOME BLACK LIVES IN GLAMORGAN 
#2  Dr Diane Brook 

 
There were Black people (of Sub-Saharan African descent) and other non-
European descended people in south Wales before 1920.  Although many 
tend to think of Wales, and even the whole British Isles in the past, as 
ancestrally British with a dash of European such as the Dutch, German and 
French due to events such as the accessions of William of Orange and George 
I of Hanover as well as the French Revolution, it was never the whole story. 
 
I don't have any known non-European ancestors, my DNA being completely 
north-west European as currently categorised.  I do have plenty of mixed-
ancestry cousins: African Americans, Native Americans, Polynesian 
Americans, linked through DNA on my father's deep-rooted English-American 
side.  I have long been interested in records that would provide ancestral links 
for people outside the usual British and European origins. 
 
I used to keep a small index of such findings in British records but gave it to 
the Caribbean Family History Group – Solihull and Birmingham along with my 
other non-European research materials.  See their website at 
https://caribbeanfamilyhistorygroup.wordpress.com/solihull_and_birmingham/ with 
links to library holdings at Solihull 
https://www.solihull.gov.uk/Portals/0/libraries/Caribbean_FH_films.pdf.   
Many other web resources are also available. 
 
I had made a few finds in Welsh records.  Back before online indexes, when 
making a search of the 1881 census for Swansea, I turned up an Indian doctor 
in Wales, precursor to the many doctors from the Indian subcontinent serving 
Wales from the mid-twentieth century onwards.  Nana Dwankanuth Talpade, 
aged 28, unmarried, head of the household, Practising Physician & Surgeon 
LRCPE, LFLS, born Bombay in India, was living at 36 Woodfield St, Clase, 
Llangyfelach civil parish in 1881 (image on Ancestry).  He appeared at that 
address on the Swansea area electoral registers from 1882 to 1887 as well as 
in the UK & Ireland Medical Directory for 1885, then in the Directory in 1890 at 
St David's, Pembrokeshire.  He had trained in Brussels, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Calcutta and worked not only in Wales but also in Glasgow. Dr Talpade 
returned to India, appearing in medical directories in Bombay in 1895, 1900, 
1905, and 1910.  On 21 November 1891 in the newspapers on Find My Past, 
a report in the 'Homeward Mail from India, China and the East', in the section 
headed 'Bombay', 'Passengers Arrived', 'Per Avala [ship's name] (Oct. 30) – 
From Barry - …. Dr. Talpade...'. 
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Now that we can make huge searches with a few clicks it is possible to look for 
those born outside the British Isles on the various censuses.  There are 
increasing numbers of people in Glamorgan born in India from 1851 onwards but 
many or most are returning British-descended people.  (Ancestry also incorrectly 
indexes birthplaces to a major degree!)  In 1901 another south Asian doctor 
appeared, this time in Ferndale in the Valleys: Kristnah or Kristinalaf Datta, Head, 
single, age 34, Medical Practitioner, Employer, born India, Calcutta, with two 
servants, a visitor and a dispenser (annotated Submed).  In 1911, not only was 
he a Doctor of Medicine, he then had an adopted son, aged 5, a nurse, two 
servants and a private secretary.  In the column about languages spoken, meant 
to capture the extent of Welsh speaking, Dr Datta stated: English, French, Italian, 
Bengalee, Hindostani(!)  His death was recorded in the Western Mail on 17 
December 1928, with further details of his life. 
 
Other continents and countries provide a few entries, mainly in the early twentieth 
century, Arab boarding houses in Cardiff, and a Chinese Club in Bute Street, 
Cardiff.  The South Americans appeared in 1911, sailors and workers boarding 
in Cardiff but also the Consuls of Peru and Argentina with their households with 
Welsh servants.  
 
The story of Black people, from Africa or of African descent, can sometimes be 
found in records which include the terms 'negro', or 'coloured' in places where it 
was not actually required.  The census includes many born in Africa but again 
mainly of British or European descent.  The only 'real' African in 1851 in 
Glamorgan appears to be Yentno LEVY, born in 'Marocca, Africa', living in 
Merthyr Tydfil.  I suspect he was part of the north African Jewish community.  By 
1881 there were African seamen from Tunisia and the Cape Verde Islands.  In 
1881, William OGOO, was clearly of African origin as his census entry for his 
'Relation of Head or Position in Institution' actually includes '(A Negro)' as well 
as, in this case sadly, Convicted Prisoner.  He was a Sailor A.B. (Able-Bodied 
seaman), born Sierra Leone, British Subject.  By 1901 there are over 100 African-
origin people, mainly seamen in Cardiff, from Algeria, Egypt, and the Seychelles. 
 
The 1911 census entry for The Seamen's Hospital, Ferry Road, included patients 
from all over the world.  There were two Indians, with nationality given as 'Native 
Mohamedan'. Edward ALLAN, Nathaniel BEST, Thomas WILSON, were West 
Indians, the first born in Demerara, W Indies, the other two born in Jamaica, all 
with nationality given as 'W Indian Coloured'.  Others were one Chinese, two 
Arabs, a man from Manilla, with nationality 'Manillese', and an Egyptian, as well 
as Europeans from Sweden, Italy, Germany, Finland, Denmark, and Norway. 
 
The West Indies and the USA were the source of many Black people coming to 
Britain but as they had British names they can only be identified if extra 
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information is given.  The census entries for West Indies as a birthplace included 
only one indication of race: in 1881 one ship in port is the American ship “Lucile” 
and one of the crew is 'Fred.k WILLSON, Single, aged 30, Seaman, born Santo 
Domingo,' and noted in the disabilities column (without irony?), Black.  Many but 
not all born in the West Indies were seamen.  Further searches by individual 
West Indian islands could be made. 
 
The USA as a birthplace shows a large and growing number of census entries 
from 1851 onwards but rarely indicates anything to do with race.  There is also a 
good deal of re-migration of Welsh people back to Wales.  In 1861 there was a 
ship in port, the May Lee, which included 'Thomas E BOWMAN Man of Colour' 
(in the name column), aged 40, Cook & Seaman, born Newport, United States.  
If one expected Black people leaving the South of the USA after the end of 
slavery in 1865, they do not appear to have come to Wales as most people born 
in the USA appear to be from northern states. 
 
The most striking thing I found about this review of the census was the numbers 
of British people coming and going to the British colonies around the world.  
These British people were of course used to living and working amongst people 
of different cultures and appearance but we know the British expected to be 
treated as superior.  
 
Another important source for records of Black people in Glamorgan is the 
newspapers.  A good collection is held on Find My Past (pay site) or the British 
Newspaper Archive (pay site) or the National Library of Wales (free site, issues 
up to 1914 only).  Entering 'Negro' and Glamorgan in the county filter on Find My 
Past for each decade from 1850 to 1919 turned up a large number of Glamorgan 
records.  Here is a sample in date order: 
 
1853 - An account headed 'Brutal Cowardice', told of four white American sailors 
attacking a black American sailor, Thomas BUTLER, in Cardiff.  The article 
showed the white men's attitudes to the 'n------' whilst the Cardiff police arrested 
the white men and the two certain white assailants were fined.   
 
Other articles in the 1850s were not so tolerant. The 1860s are full of accounts 
of the American Civil War, Emancipation and slave rebellions. The Welsh cannot 
have been ignorant of the issues. 
 
12 September 1863 - The Merthyr Telegraph records the lecture in Aberdare by 
Francis FEDRIC, an escaped slave, about the horrors of his life on Virginia 
plantations for fifty years. 
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On the other hand, drunken fights occurred amongst all communities; in 1867, 
the Merthyr Telegraph reported from the Aberdare Police Court that Thomas 
WEBB, 'a negro', had assaulted Thomas SULLIVAN during a nasty fight at a 
pub.  
 
26 November 1870, Cardiff Times. Treorky. Manslaughter of a Negro.  Inquest 
held on Solomon MABLE, a negro, 'who had been for many years in the 
vicinity, working as a collier's labourer.' 
 
9 March 1878, Merthyr Express, advertisement. ‘Important Engagement of the 
Great Will DIAMOND, Negro Vocalist, for six nights only commencing on 
Monday next, March 11’. 
 
9 May 1888, South Wales Echo. Assaulting a Negro at Cardiff. 'A man of colour 
named Philip WILLIAMS' wounded by James WELCH. Neither party comes 
out very well in the account! 
 
20 August 1888, South Wales Echo. ‘Twenty-one days for robbing a Negro’. 
A Scotsman was arrested for stealing the boots and guernsey 'the property of 
a Welsh negro, named Charles EVANS.' Included are comments on Evans' 
appearance. 
 
19 November 1894: A Negro lad killed at Aberavon. A detailed account of a 
fatal fight between teenage boys with fatal results. The 'negro lad' was from 
Sierra Leone. His story reads like that of a Dickens character; 'His life seems 
to have been an exceptionally hard one.' and 'His employers state that he was 
thoroughly honest and trustworthy.' 
 
20 November 1894, Western Mail. Account of the inquest, verdict and funeral, 
for the above case. Manslaughter verdict on the accused. The 'Negro Lad' is 
identified as 'Robert Obadiah JONES, aged nineteen, a youth of colour', 
funeral and burial at Aberavon churchyard. 
 
22 August 1896, South Wales Echo. ‘The Woman and the Negro’.  Account 
of a woman well known to the police picking the pocket of Edward DEANE, 'a 
coloured man', at a pub in Cardiff.  He noted the theft, ran after her, caught her 
and handed her to the police. The stolen half-sovereign was found in her 
mouth! 
 
13 Sep 1900, South Wales Echo. ‘A Negro Crusoe’.  A West Indian negro, 
living rough on Sully beach, was taken to Barry magistrates for vagrancy, and 
discharged. 
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6 Feb 1905, South Wales Daily News. ‘Nuptials of Negro Theatricals’. In 
Swansea at the Grand Theatre, marriage of William GARLAND, tenor vocalist, 
and Miss Nellie GOFF, trombone soloist. Married at the theatre. 
 
23 December 1910, Western Mail. 'Cardiff Negro Dies in a Fit. Dougal 
ROBINSON (40), a coloured man, died suddenly at Cardiff Workhouse on 
Thursday.' 
 
21 January 1914, Western Mail: ‘Negro's Excuse at Neath’. Thomas MORRIS, 
a stoker of Aberdare, charged with neglecting his wife, a white woman. His 
excuse was poverty due to low wages; his wife claimed he drank. 
 
The other references are almost all to events in the United States, recording 
very many lynchings, riots, and other tragic events such as fires and drownings 
of Black people. The extent of prejudice and the ensuing violence in America 
but also in Britain is instructive and shows that those reading the newspapers 
in Glamorgan must have been aware of the issues, whatever their personal 
attitudes were. 
 
The well-known riots in 1919 in Cardiff included many local and national 
reports. One report in the Western Mail on 13 June 1919 was headed 
'Coloured Men's Case'. It quotes a coloured missionary worker that 'The 
coloured man is a British subject, and he should have the same rights and 
privileges granted to others in the Empire.  At any rate, he will not countenance 
the cruel attacks being made upon him...'. 
 
This is the essence of Black Lives Matter.  It does not mean only Black lives 
matter, it is that Black lives matter, a statement addressing the centuries-old 
violence against people who are identified as having ancestors from Africa. 
Our ancestries from whatever origins should never result in cruelty, then or 
now. 
 
 

 
 
 

Executive Committee, Trustees & Volunteers needed 
The Society needs you!   

 

We have vacancies in a number of Society roles which can be 
shared between two or more people.  Many roles do not need to be 

undertaken locally in South Wales. 
A list of vacancies is included on the website  
https://www.glamfhs.org.uk/society-vacancies 

together with job descriptions.   
For more information contact:  chairman@glamfhs.org.uk   
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THE CARDIFF RACE RIOTS, JUNE 1919 
Rhian Diggins, Glamorgan Archives 

 
Last summer we commemorated the centenary of the 1919 Race Riots, which 
impacted port cities across Britain, including Cardiff, Newport and Barry in 
south Wales.  Riots broke out in Cardiff on 11 June 1919.  Glamorgan Archives 
holds a number of records which document the events of those days and the 
aftermath.  In this short article we will introduce these records. 

 
1. Cardiff Borough Police Force, Newscuttings (ref: DCONC/5/58) 
This series of 88 volumes of newscuttings was compiled by the Cardiff 
Borough Police Force during the period 1889-1966.  The cuttings are drawn 
mainly from local newspapers, and relate to every aspect of crime and police 
work in Cardiff.  Volume 58 covers the period June–October 1919 and includes 
pages of cuttings relating to the Race Riots in Cardiff, along with references to 
riots in other parts of south Wales and Britain.  They reflect the views of the 
media at the time and are a valuable source for understanding how the events 
were presented to and perceived by the general public. 
 
2. Cardiff Borough Police Force, Fingerprint and Photographic 
Registers (ref: DCONC/3/2/5) 
The 7 volumes which make up this series were compiled by Cardiff Borough 
Police Force and record individuals arrested in the city during the period 1904-
1933.  Those arrested during the years 1918-1921 are listed in Volume 5 and 
include individuals suspected of involvement in the riots.  The volumes note 
the name of the individual, the crime they are accused of committing, the date 
of fingerprinting, the date of the trial and the result - including sentencing 
details.  Significantly, they also include photographs of the individuals arrested. 
 
Photographs of two of the men arrested are included inside the Front Cover:  
Right Image: James Rees, Left Image: John Abdulla. 
 
3. Cardiff Borough Police Force, Inquest Reports (ref: 
DCONC/4/1/16) 
Records of inquests into deaths were retained by Cardiff Borough Police Force 
and 28 volumes survive for the period 1892-1943.  They provide the date of 
the inquest, details of the deceased, a summary of the circumstances 
surrounding the death including accounts of witnesses, and the verdict 
reached by the coroner.  Inquest records can be found for Mohammed 
ABDULLAH and John DONOVAN, who died during the riots. 
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4. Cardiff Burial Board, Burial Registers (ref: BUBC/1/6/3) 
Cardiff Burial Board was established in 1856 by Cardiff Borough Council.  The 
Board purchased land for a burial ground and Cathays Cemetery opened in 
1859.  The Board’s records include burial registers for Cathays Cemetery 
which date from 1859-1951 and list those interred at the cemetery, including 
those who died in the riots. 
 
Cardiff Borough Police Force, Chief Constable’s Report to the Watch 
Committee (ref: DCONC/1/1/6) 
The Chief Constable presented regular reports to the Borough Council’s Watch 
Committee, which oversaw policing in Cardiff.  This series comprises reports 
for the years 1900-1969.  On 9 July 1919 the Chief Constable, David 
WILLIAMS, reported to the Committee on the “Colour Riots” of June that year.  
He outlines the events, providing the view of the police on what occurred. 
 
The records listed above are all accessible at Glamorgan Archives.  Our 
searchroom services have been impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic therefore 
if you are interested in learning more please contact us by email on 
glamro@cardiff.gov.uk or by telephone on 029 2087 2299. 
 

 

 

SOCIETY TREASURER NEEDED 
 

This is an essential Society/Trustee role for which we now have a 
vacancy following the retirement of Nick Davey at the AGM on 29 

February 2020.  
 

Two volunteers have come forward to assist and a Finance Team has 
been developed in order that elements of Treasurer’s role: the day to day 
book-keeping, payments etc are covered.  Sue Hamer has also now been 

co-opted to the role of Vice Chairman in order to oversee the Finance 
Team on a temporary basis.   

 

For further information on the Treasurer’s Role see job description on 
website  

or contact:    
Meic Jones   

chairman@glamfhs.org.uk 
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SOUTH CHURCH STREET SCHOOL 
#1287 Jeff Coleman 

 
In 1870 the Elementary Education Act (1) obliged local authorities to establish 
School Boards, to survey school provision and where necessary to provide 
‘Board Schools’ where existing provision was inadequate.  The Bute Town 
area of Cardiff was identified as needing two schools, one at Eleanor Street 
near Windsor Esplanade, and one further north, near St Mary’s Church.  In 
1875(2) a School Board meeting identified that Lord Bute was reluctant to 
provide land for Board Schools on grounds of conscience, and a process for 
compulsory purchase was started.  By 1876 Lord Bute’s land had been ruled 
out, and a site in South Church Street was identified(3), requiring demolition 
of five terraced houses in that street and five in Peel Street behind them.  
Appeal against compulsory purchase was rejected in March 1877(4) and the 
school was opened in early August 1879(5).  “Mr Harris was the architect of 
the charmingly designed Board School in South Church Street.  The building 
consists of three storeys, a large portion of which has been carried out in the 
Early Timber style, presenting a most picturesque appearance(6)”. 

 
Pictures from a guidebook to Cardiff 1882(6) and before demolition in the 1960s(7). 
 
Bute Town, close to Cardiff Docks, lay between the Glamorganshire Canal, 
the railway to the Pier Head, the canal linking to the Bute West Dock and the 
tidal estuary.  Seamen from around the world arrived there and many 
remained, especially if they could not get a job on another ship.  A sociologist’s 
study of Butetown in 1941 said “this peninsula of human habitation is almost 
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literally shut in and cut off from the rest of the world by a compact barrier of 
docks, water, rails, fencing and machinery(8)”.   
 
In December 1949 my father, Guy COLEMAN(11), was appointed 
headteacher of this 70-year-old school serving a very mixed community in 
crowded streets of terraced houses.  In 1951 a BBC film unit made a 
documentary about Butetown, including a film of children from the school 
performing ‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’.  It was called ‘Places with Problems’.  
Colin Wills visits Cardiff’s dockland, where people of different races and 
nationalities live and work (9).  My father was invited to travel to Alexandra 
Palace to ‘chat amiably to the camera for about two and a half minutes’ about 
the school.  What follows is from a copy of the draft script he sent to the BBC. 
 
 The boys and girls you have seen are six-year-olds.  They are some of the two 
hundred and fifty children who attend this Dockland School where you may 
find tiny tots of four and youths of fifteen.  Ahmed, Abdul, Boston, Duarte .... 
Hassan, Mohamed Papadatos ....  thus the register reads.  But we prefer to 
know them by their first names as Idris, Derhim, Amiena, Despina and 
Pauline.  Arab, West African, Portuguese, Greek, Malay, West Indian, .… over 
a score of nationalities and races are represented among these children.  Their 
fathers have come from all parts of the world – some of the mothers, too – but 
the majority of the mothers are Welsh or English.  Four out of every five 
children are coloured, although this is not immediately apparent to the visitor.  
All, or almost all are British subjects.  We have Christians, Mohammedans and 
Jews.  There are the well-to-do and those who enjoy very few of the good 
things of life.  One child in every five is a necessitous child receiving free meals 
in the school canteen. 
  
This school is a three-decker built in the late 1870s, dwarfing the rows of small 
dwellings which lie around.  The children are naïve friendly little people.  If they 
like you they show it without restraint.  If something should displease them, 
their resentment is not less obvious – a quick angry gesture and heated remark 
or else a sullen frown, downcast eyes and complete immobility.  The boys and 
girls are I think happiest in their infant days.  They come readily to school.  
Here are bricks, coloured crayons, dolls, a dolls’ house and a sand tray where 
they play in security.  Out of school there is for most of them only the busy 
street for a playground and the canal-side with its fatal attraction.  
 
Sometimes we find a little stranger barely four years old.  She has come into 
the schoolroom, found chair, table and plasticene and is busily making a house 
or horse as though it were the most natural thing in the world for a child to start 
school on her own. 
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English is the language of the playground and the classroom.  No child is 
Welsh-speaking; only three would claim a parent whose first language is 
Welsh.  But if Welsh is not taught, every child learns something of the story of 
Wales and enjoys its folk tales and songs.  So they work and play in English – 
not always, I fear, with accent and idiom which would delight the purist.  
Gesture aids speech and the urge to self-expression finds an outlet in drawing, 
dancing and mime in which they excel.  A little girl from Spain has just joined 
the school; she knows no word of English.  In a few minutes I have found her 
a playmate and interpreter – Amadora who is fluent in modern Greek and 
Spanish.  Sometimes we are called the League of Nations school. 
 
What are our aims?  To enable these children diverse in colour, class and 
creed to live as members of one community, and to prepare them to take their 
places later in the wider community.  And the three ‘R’s and all the other things 
are only means to this end.  We have our disappointments and our failures.  It 
is not easy for all to become good citizens. 
 
With adolescence problems increase as boys and girls become aware of 
barriers they may meet in the grown-up world.  But if sometimes we fail, more 
often, I believe we succeed with the very willing co-operation of parents who 
are frequent and welcome visitors – many are proud to declare themselves old 
scholars.  If life in this Butetown school is often difficult, it is always interesting 
and worthwhile. 
 
We did not have a TV at the time, so my mother and sister went to watch with 
the only people we knew who had one.  Later in 1951 my father moved to take 
charge of another Cardiff school, and his deputy Mr SHESKONAS, who had 
taught in South Church Street for many  years, took over and remained Head 
until the school was demolished as part of  ‘slum clearance’ in the mid-1960s.  
Mr Sheskonas was a well-known member of the community, and appears in 
videos of Butetown from the 1960s in the national Film Archive.  
 
For a balanced and authoritative account of Butetown history see  
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/56812966/history-a-explaining-
the-modern-world 
 
References. 

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_Education_Act_1870  
2. The Cardiff Times 6th November 1875. 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3419745/3419753/137/ 
3. The Western Mail 8th November 1876. 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/4344797/4344803/76/ 
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4. South Wales Daily News 27th March 1877 
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3504811/3504814/32/ 

5. South Wales Daily News 29th July 1879 
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3508339/3508341/10/ 

6. The Illustrated Guide to Cardiff pub. Daniel Owen, Howell and 
Company 1882 pp52-53 

7. https://www.walesonline.co.uk/lifestyle/nostalgia/gallery/school-days-
8604972  

8. Negroes in Britain by KL.Little pub. Kegan Paul, London 1948, p44-5 
quoted in The Colour Problem by Anthony H Richmond, revised 
edition pub. Penguin Books 1961 p257 

9. Radio Times 23 Mar 1951 p46  
https://genome.ch.bbc.co.uk/page/3539a4c26b324866bb9a5ca671f3
7db9 

10. Eg https://player.bfi.org.uk/free/film/watch-tiger-bay-and-the-rainbow-
club-i-1960-online  

11. My father Guy Coleman went from school in Cardiff to being a pupil 
teacher, initially at Stacey Road School, then after several years 
teaching in Birchgrove and other schools was seconded in 1937 to the 
RAF Education Service, where he remained until 1945 in a variety of 
teaching and administrative roles.  Back in Cardiff he taught in Roath 
Park School (where he took over from George THOMAS, later Lord 
Tonypandy, when George became an MP) and the emergency teacher 
training college in Heath Park.  From South Church Street he went to 
Radnor Road School in Canton, another ex-elementary school, then 
managed the opening of two brand-new primary schools, Tonyrywen 
and Coedglas. 

Acknowledgment: my sister Mrs Jill Sidaway 
 

Further sources on Tiger Bay and Butetown:  
 The Heritage & Cultural Exchange Archive at hcearchive.org.uk and  
 Tiger Bay and the World at www.tigerbay.org.uk. They hold the archive 

of what was the Butetown Art and Historical Society/ Centre in Bute 
Street that closed a couple of years ago when they lost their funding.   

 
INSIDE BACK COVER IMAGES: 

Top – Rugby First XV 1950-51 
Bottom - Netball VII 1949-50 
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‘FAMILIAR’ RACISM’ 
#10933 Gerald Jarvis 

 
I was born in Cardiff in 1948, my mother and I were both white and we lived at 
first in Cathays Terrace in the Cathays area of the city.  My first memories are 
living in this street with lots of other members of the PERRY family in and around 
us, my maternal grandparents, aunts, cousins etc.  When we visited my 
grandparents I would play with my cousins, one of whom was 'black'.  I took no 
notice of this, he was my 'cousin' Jeffrey, and that was enough for me.  Jeffrey 
Perry was older than me and so had a lot of play value for a youngster like me - 
he was protective and kind as I remember.   
 
We lived in several different houses in that street, I think my grandparents owned 
several houses.  I remember one house where we lodged and my mother was 
cooking and cleaning for an old man I called 'Uncle' Jerry.  Living there also was 
a mixed-race lady called 'Auntie' Doreen and her son whose name I cannot 
remember, she worked in a local hairdressers, because I remember occasionally 
having to go and sit very quiet and still in the salon and the very strong smell of 
ammonia used in the setting lotion. 
 
I felt no curiosity about anyone's skin colour at that time, when we used to go into 
town, there were people of every colour in the world in Cardiff, it being a seaport.  
It was not until much later, after we had moved away from Cathays that I 
understood the presence of Jeffrey. 
 
My mother had joined the ATS towards the end of WW2 and at some time became 
pregnant and was dismissed from the service.  The story from my mother about 
how the pregnancy came about was “I was raped in an air shelter by some 
American soldier”: the result being Jeffrey.  Because the alleged attack took place 
in the dark, she said she had no idea about his colour until he was born. 
 
After the birth they both went back to her parents’ house and there they 'adopted' 
the child, and brought him up as their own, but this created a great strain on the 
family.  Plus, she became pregnant with me, (out of wedlock), and my mother’s 
relationship with them worsened, and she left to live in another area of Cardiff; 
she had become the 'Black sheep' of the family (was there a pun?).  She still met 
up with her sisters, but even I can remember feeling the tension in the air during 
this time. 
 
Family visits were a great thing because a special tea would be laid on with cakes, 
sandwiches etc.  I would play with Jeff, and the others, although he was that much 
older. I now think it must have been on sufferance. 
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During these times we lived in City Road, Cardiff with my father’s parents.  I do 
not ever remember Jeffrey living with us, in fact I do not remember him coming to 
visit.  When my brother was born we were moved to the new Llanrumney Estate 
outside Cardiff, and my contact with Jeffrey was severed. 
 
Many years later, we were living in Pontycymer and one night there was a knock 
on the door, and it was Jeffrey!  He stayed for about a week, which caused quite 
a stir in the town, he being the only black person in this area, and then he left, 
taking with him the contents of the gas and electric meters.  I now know that he 
came here to escape a manhunt for him, because he had stabbed a man 
somewhere in Cardiff's Tiger Bay area. 
 
While he was with us I can remember conversations between him and my mother 
about who his father was.  There were some heated arguments when she would 
not, or could not, give the answers he needed.  I was very resentful after his visit 
because I was accused of robbing the meters, and at one point my mother asked 
me to 'confess' so that Jeffrey would not get charged.  He was caught shortly 
afterwards and jailed for the stabbing and the theft.  He did write letters from prison 
begging our mother to tell him who his father was.  I know this because when my 
mother died I found them amongst her things. 
 
When my mother died suddenly I had the job of informing her estranged family.  I 
contacted one that I remembered and asked if there were any members left who 
I should inform.  I was then told the story of Jeffrey, who was in fact my brother!  
That was the very first time I fully realised the family connection between us, and 
I felt honour bound to include him in the funeral.  This started with a death 
announcement in the Cardiff newspapers with him as the eldest son, a position I 
was happy to relinquish as he had been left in the shadows for too long, in my 
opinion.  This action did not go down too well with my younger brothers, not for 
reasons of race I felt, but more of face and fear of scandal! 
 
I organised all the funeral arrangements. Jeffrey did not attend the actual funeral, 
but he did show up at the get-together afterward.  He introduced himself to me, 
and we talked as best we could in the hubbub, and he thanked me for the 
announcement I had made asking about his family.  He told me that his daughter 
was a model and that she had recently become the cover girl for Vogue magazine 
- I didn’t think to get more details!  My two sons were at the funeral, and towards 
the end came to me and said that a 'coloured' man called Jeff had just given them 
£50 each.  I searched for him but he had left.  I had no number or address to reach 
him, so we never spoke after that day. 
 
Shortly after I had a phone call from a lady who said she was nurse, saying that 
Jeffery was in hospital with end stage cancer.  She left no number, I tried to find 
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out where, but it was too late, he had already died.  I waited for the funeral details, 
but it turned out he had adopted the Muslim faith many years ago and he was 
buried in accordance with custom the following day.   
 
I never knew my brother, I do not know if he had any racist events in his life, I 
suspect probably too many, given the times and the places he lived in.  I think I 
would have liked to have known him and let him know me.        
  

 
 

BLACK LIVES MATTER IN WALES,  
THANKS TO WHITE WOMEN 

James Baker 
Introduction 
I hope this article makes sense because sometimes you can be too close to 
something and that can make you lose track of the argument you were trying 
to present.  I want to look at why the Black Lives Matter movement is relevant 
to Wales, but also why it is different here in Wales. 
 
Why is South Wales different from America and even London? 
South Wales is different, although not totally unique, because Black people 
are not, except for a few, the Windrush Generation.  I was born 2 years after 
the Windrush docked in England in 1948; my sister and three brothers had all 
been born in Barry and the Rhondda Valley before 1948.  My grandfather 
(Leonard HINDS) arrived in Barry from Barbados and met and married my 
Grandmother (Gwenllian LLOYD), had 6 children in Barry and Gelligaer, and 
then died in 1942.  My grandmother brought up her children on her own, before 
the Welfare State.  Then, every school holiday, my brothers and sisters 
descended on her from London where we lived, and she taught and loved us, 
while we played with our numerous cousins.  
 
 I am Black but like my mother and her siblings, I was brought up by a white 
woman.  Her son John Darwin Hinds was the first Black Councillor in Wales 
(Barry Town Council), the first Mayor of a County Council (Vale of Glamorgan) 
in Britain, and because he had converted to Islam, the first Muslim to hold 
those and other positions.  Her daughter Gwen PAYNE was the first Black 
Woman Councillor in Wales (Barry Town Council), and her grandson (me) the 
first Black Councillor on Southampton Council.  This is the story of Black 
people in Wales, not just those from the Caribbean but those from Africa, 
Yemen, Somalia, Cape Verde Islands, and so many other places the merchant 
seaman came from.  
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Hilda Martha B ANDERSON was born in Cardiff on Christmas Day 1891, and 
in 1910 she married Abby A FARAH, a Somali seaman and entrepreneur.  Her 
son Abdulrahim Abby Farah was born in Thompson Street, Barry, a working-
class boy who went to grammar school and then Oxford University.  In World 
War 2 he was a commando in the British Army.  He went on to become Deputy 
Secretary General of the United Nations 1979-1990.  He served as the 
Permanent Representative of Somalia to the United Nations, and as the 
Ambassador of Somalia to Ethiopia.  His brother Abdulrahman, also from 
Barry, was awarded an MBE. 
 
Sarah Ann WILKINSON from Cardiff married the Jamaican seaman Uriah 
ERSKINE in Butetown, Cardiff.  Her grandson was Joe Erskine, a British and 
Commonwealth Heavyweight boxing champion.  Another grandson was Welsh 
Rugby League international and Halifax RFC centre Johnny FREEMAN, from 
the same street in Butetown. 
 
The current manager of Wales, (football) is Ryan GIGGS; his father is Danny 
WILSON (Welsh Rugby League international), and his grandfather was from 
Sierra Leone, and his great-grandmother was a white woman.  
 
The world these white women lived in. 
Much has been said in the media about the treatment of the Windrush 
generation, and that is right because the behaviour of Government has been 
shameful.  However, for Docks towns in Britain, forced repatriation is nothing 
new.  After the Race Riots of 1919 (Ed. see article by Rhian Diggins) the 
solution offered by the relevant Minister (Winston CHURCHILL), and 
demanded by local Councils such as Liverpool, South Shields, Cardiff, and 
Manchester, was repatriation.  The Mayor of Liverpool sought arrest and 
internment camps for men from the British Empire, using jobs and housing as 
a justification.  All of this was supported by the media.  A Manchester paper 
stated:  
 
“Few home-sick (I deleted the next word) Salford negroes not keen on free 
passage.  The dusky denizens of the Greengate colony have not 'cottoned on' 
to the offer of a free trip back to 'Dixie' and only about ten have volunteered.  
The few collected in Salford town hall will leave today for Cardiff to join the SS 
Batanga en route to Sierra Leone and other parts of West Africa”. 
 
Ten men who were in the police cells after being arrested the night before were 
deported.  Repatriation was attempted in Wales, but it had little success 
although a small number of men chose to go home.  
 
The genetic mixing of the races was a central issue raised over and over again 
by the Press and by other important voices; this was a direct demand quoted 
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in the Western Mail of June 1919 by the Chief Constable James WILSON to 
end a multi-racial cricket league established by churches in Glamorgan: “White 
flannels are more revealing than corduroys and make black men more 
attractive to white girls. (Cardiff girls) should not be allowed to admire such 
beasts.”   
 
In the race riots of 1919 when mobs of white people ransacked and burned 
houses and businesses in Cardiff, Newport and Barry white women suffered 
badly at the hands of the mob.  The testimony of a child clearly shows how, 
when the mob attacked their home in Grangetown, her mother persuaded her 
West Indian father to escape via the roof because she thought she would be 
safe, but she was wrong.  The mob stripped her, beat her, and spread 
kerosene through the living room, only stopping when they realised the house 
was owned by a white landlord.  This was common in that shameful few days 
in June 1919. 
 
The fathers of their children were the Merchant Seamen who had served in 
World War One, having a higher death rate than the armed forces.  We do not 
know how many men from Empire died on the ships in World War One 
because the British Government destroyed the records in 1919.  
 
Through my research I know that 329 Merchant Seamen born in the Caribbean 
died in World War Two.  170 of them had wives and family in Britain, and at 
least 30 families were left in Wales by men from the Gulf of Aden.  200 families, 
over 600 children, and the figures for African, Indian, and Chinese people, are 
yet to be recorded.  There were more men repatriated after World War 2 than 
arrived as part of the more educated Windrush Generation fewer than 5 years 
later. 
 
Those deaths, and forced repatriation, left a generation or more of white 
women, often with many children, at a time when there was no Welfare State 
or other support.  Unlike the uniformed services Merchant Seamen had no 
pensions, as they were not employed by the State.  For most of World War 
Two all that the wives received were outstanding wages up to and including 
the day the ship sank. 
 
The women of my grandmother’s generation faced racism and condemnation, 
in addition to the poverty forced upon every working-class woman of the time.  
 
My own culture and experience is of the Black Mixed-Race experience of 
generations of Black people in Wales.  It is true that on one side of my history 
I am Black of Barbadian descent, the Great-Great-Grandchild of a slave freed 
in 1834 from a plantation in Hillaby, within the Scotland district of Barbados.  
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Until I was in my 20s and started to research that place and that part of my 
experience I knew nothing about that history. 
 
The history and culture that I knew was that of my Welsh working class roots 
which are older than so many of the people that have told me to go home 
because of my skin colour.  Growing up my Nan taught me about community, 
people, struggle, and personal pride.  These things came from being Welsh 
working class. 
 
Far too much of our history is written to project an image of the British Empire 
that validates our actions, so when people speak about education being the 
answer to ending racism, they are only partially right: the school curriculum is 
changing, albeit slowly, when we can no longer defend an imperial past that 
has at times been brutal and shameful; with slavery depending on the collusion 
of both the White and Black population (there is a cruel irony when we learn 
of the warrior chiefs in Africa who were given Welsh cloth from Merionethshire 
and Montgomeryshire as barter for captured enemies). 
 
At a time when we debate statues of the great and the rich who exploited Black 
(and White) people, why are we not naming streets and placing plaques 
honouring our own Black heroes and heroes?  
 
There are no streets in Wales named after Darwin HINDS, Gwen PAYNE, 
Abdulrahim Abby FARAH, Joe ERSKINE, Johnny FREEMAN, Billy BOSTON, 
Gaynor LEGALL (the first Black Woman Councillor in Cardiff) etc etc.  There 
are no plaques on buildings that honour these and so many other people, not 
even in the Vale of Glamorgan Council,  who should be boasting about Darwin, 
Gwen and Vaughan GETHING who was the first BAME President of the NUS, 
the Trade Union Council and the first BAME member of the Senydd/Welsh 
Parliament.   
 
It could be argued that there is progress as a statue of Betty CAMPBELL, 
(1934-2017),  the first Black Headteacher in Wales, is to be erected outside 
the new BBC Headquarters, but this is a decision reached by the BBC, not 
Government or local authority, and is on BBC property.  Despite demands 
from BAME communities over the last three decades there has not been any 
change in public spaces. 
 
Black Lives Matter in Wales must now be about Wales, supporting global 
injustice but seeking to change everyday life, because our history and culture 
are shared.  It simply cannot any longer be acceptable for our Black citizens 
to receive totally different treatment from their White cousins by the police and 
employers.  
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As a family historian I am interested in the world my ancestors lived in; the 
reality of their lives and not the `fake news` created by those who profited, and 
I want my grandchildren to understand that the facts we uncover about our 
past are the truth.  Those who defend deceits and half-truths condemn us to 
continually repeat the mistakes of the past.    
 
Editor’s note: 2020 has shown some resistance to the naming of newly-built 
roads and estates after the wealthy industrialists whose wealth we now know 
to have come from slavery.  Residents of Barry recently demonstrated against 
a road to be named Ffordd Penrhyn, after Richard Pennant, Lord Penrhyn.  
Cardiff Council has voted to remove the statue of brutal slave owner Thomas 
Picton from the “Heroes of Wales” gallery in Cardiff City Hall.  A plaque in 
Brecon, dedicated to the owner of the slave-ship Hannibal, Thomas Phillips, 
was also removed, and consultation is now taking place as to what should 
replace it.  In Bristol Colston Hall has now been renamed Bristol Beacon.  The 
issue of removing statues and renaming streets is still causing great debate, 
particularly in the media, but it is nothing new.  While looking for streets where 
ancestors had lived in Cork City a few years ago we were told they had been 
renamed when the streets were rebuilt after British forces had burnt down the 
centre of the City in December 1920.   

 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 2020 has seen a wide range of TV programmes 
being broadcast on BAME topics.   
 
Stories and photographs have also been added to The Peoples’ Collection 
Wales website.    
 
https://www.peoplescollection.wales/story/1575936 

 
BAME seafarers in Wales in WW1 
https://www.peoplescollection.wales/collections/901501 
 
Multicultural Barry https://www.peoplescollection.wales/story/1575936 
 
The Windrush Project  
https://www.peoplescollection.wales/users/28566 
 
COVID-19  There are even stories being uploaded of peoples’ experiences 
during the current pandemic –  
https://www.peoplescollection.wales/discover/when/151541 
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AN IRISHMAN IN WALES 
#8872 Kath Rees 

 
‘British urged to see Irish living in UK as ethnic minority’, a headline in the ‘Irish 
Times’, Rachel Donnelly, 1997, suggesting that the British Government ‘should 
ensure there is an “Irish Dimension” to all studies dealing with the discrimination 
and racial harassment particularly relevant at this time. 
 
My gt gt Grandfather O’Brien NUGENT was Irish, and for years I have attempted 
to discover where in Ireland he was born.  I now believe, and hope, he is the 
Bryan Nugent baptized on 26 April 1801 in Creggan Upper, son of Michael 
Nugent and Catherine MAGUIRE.  
 
Much of the information about O’Brien has been passed down through the family 
particularly from my father’s sister Peggy, who talked a lot about the Nugent 
family living at Merthyr Mawr just outside Bridgend.  She always referred to her 
gt grandfather as O’Brien Nugent married to Christina CAMPBELL, reminding me 
that this was the reason my father was named Campbell. 
 
I do not know the precise date that O’Brien left his home in Ireland to live and 
work in Wales or the reasons behind this decision, but it may have been from the 
poverty in Ireland’s rural areas, which was made worse by the rising population. 
 
In 1798 historical discontent with English rule in Ireland resulted in a rebellion led 
by the mainly Protestant Society of United Irishmen.  The failure of this attempt 
to sever connection with the rule of Great Britain and establish an Irish Republic 
caused political upheaval and unrest, and resulting poverty, particularly affecting 
families in rural areas.  
 
O’Brien was a Catholic, and as The Oxford Illustrated History of Ireland, p.63 by 
RF Foster states, ‘To be a Protestant or a Catholic in 18th century Ireland 
indicated more than mere religious allegiance: it represented opposing political 
cultures, and conflicting views of history’. 
 
From 1704 Catholics had been banned from becoming members of the Irish 
parliament, holding office and buying land.  However, together with Dissenting 
Protestants, they still had to pay tithes to the Church of Ireland.  Towards the end 
of the eighteenth century these restrictions were reduced but in 1800 The Act of 
Union caused even more resentment among the Irish people, particularly 
amongst Catholics.  This Act established the political formation of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland when the Parliament in Dublin was 
abolished and administration given to Westminster, Irish representation at 
Westminster was greatly restricted.  
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In the lead up to this Act of Union, Prime Minister William Pitt, concerned for the 
plight of the Irish Catholics, had gained their support by promising Catholic 
Emancipation and equal rights with the Anglo-Irish Protestants.  Unfortunately 
the Act was passed without Catholic Emancipation, due to opposition from King 
George III who considered any relief for Catholics as a betrayal of his coronation 
oath to defend the Anglican Church.  
 
The comparatively short distance between Ireland and Wales across the Irish 
Sea allowed easy travel between the two countries for movement and trade.  
Many took this journey as seasonal migrants helping with the harvest.  They could 
travel cheaply in empty ships returning to South Wales after delivering coal to 
Ireland.  (In 1818 the Rob Roy, one of the first steam package services between 
Belfast and Glasgow, allowed passengers to travel between the two ports for 10 
pence in steerage or 3 pence on deck).  O’Brien Nugent could have been a 
seasonal migrant, who decided to stay here permanently knowing that regular 
work was always available in the countryside.   
 
Was O’Brien and the other migrants made welcome?  Unfortunately these days 
many foreigners are treated with suspicion for many reasons and I am sure it was 
the same in those days.  By crossing the Irish Sea, migrants moved from a low-
wage economy to a high-wage one  (see Paul O’Leary Immigration & Integration-
The Irish in Wales-1798-1922, p.32). 
 
Of course this made them unpopular.  They were willing to work for more than 
they got in Ireland but less than the locals were paid, therefore they were more 
likely to be employed, which would have led to resentment amongst the locals.  
 
The information about where O’Brien lived as recounted by my aunt was a 
starting point and the next step would be the census return for 1841.  I thought 
with the surname, Nugent, this should be easy!  Well it wasn’t, until I remembered 
that sometimes names were recorded as they were pronounced.  Understandably 
in Wales the census enumerator would have written as it sounded - NEWGENT.  
This proved to be the case.  On the 1841 census returns for Merthyr Mawr the 
family lived at Candleston Castle, and the head of the household was recorded 
as Brian Newgent.  By 1851 however, the surname was correct, but with a 
different spelling for the forename - Bryan!  
 
Having been told that he was an agricultural worker for the Merthyr Mawr Estates 
I wondered whether their estate records would reveal anything useful.  As these 
were closed records I needed permission from the present owner to view them.  
After trawling through many documents I discovered that Bryan Nugent was 
paying an annual rent of £2.00 from 1835 to 1839.  At least this was proof of 
where he lived and worked between those years, but still no sign of the forename 
O’Brien.  
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I tried the local newspapers.  In the 1850 Glamorgan Gazette Bryan Nugent won 
the grand sum of £1 by coming 3rd in a “hoeing competition’ having hoed seven 
acres for Mr LEWIS of Merthyr Mawr.  As far as his employers were concerned 
his name was spelt Bryan. 
 
As for official documents, very recently, with the help of the circulation of my DNA, 
I found a copy of his marriage to Christina.  This marriage took place at the church 
of St Mary Redcliffe in Bristol in 1831.  On this marriage certificate Brian signs 
his name with a mark.  
 
A few years later in 1858 on the marriage certificate of his daughter, Jane, his 
name as father of the bride is O’Brien Nugent!  As he died in 1853 I assume the 
family chose to name him in this way, so only once did the name O’Brien appear 
in official documents, and that was after he had died! 
 
According to the entry of his baptism his first name was spelt Bryan, so when 
was the name O’Brien first used?    
 
Often as an attempt to retain their Irish identity children were either given, or 
chose to use patronymic forenames: O’Brien would mean grandson, or 
descendant of Brien (see Liam Mac Mathuna, What’s in an Irish name-a study of 
Personal Naming systems of Irish and Irish English Mathuna in the Celtic 
Englishes 4 2006. 
 
As already mentioned Brian married his wife Christina in Bristol.  According to 
family history O’Brien met Christina while working at Merthyr Mawr although there 
is a suggestion that they met in Scotland as Christina was Scottish.  Wherever 
they met O’Brien encountered opposition from her father.  Was this because he 
was Irish, or could it have been his age or his occupation?  Whatever it was they 
overcame this obstacle by running away and marrying in Bristol at St Mary 
Redcliffe.  To be married by Banns they would had to have been resident in the 
area for some weeks, so to manage this I suggest that they might have received 
assistance from people who felt sympathy with their plight, possibly the two 
people named on the marriage certificate, David O’SULIVAN (Irish?) and Samuel 
HARWOOD.   
 
Following the wedding they spent some time in Somerset where their first child, 
Mary, was born in 1832, and then returned to live and work in Merthyr Mawr.  
According to my aunt, Christina worked in the fields picking up stones! 
 
How difficult was it for him to remain faithful to his Catholic faith?  I have found 
no record of the baptisms of his many children in any of the local Anglican 
Churches in Wales.  From this I assume that they were probably baptised in the 
Catholic faith somewhere in the area, possibly by Itinerant priests.  
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In the 1850s a Catholic church was built in 
Bridgend following the rebirth of 
Catholicism in the local area when many 
small Irish Catholic colonies were being 
quietly established there.  One of these 
Irish Catholic colonies, probably the first, 
was at Southerndown where the third Earl 
of Dunraven lived.  He was Edwin Richard 
Wyndham QUINN, a devout Catholic and 
son of Caroline WYNDHAM of Dunraven 
Castle and an Irishman, Windham Henry 
Quinn.  Edwin was one of the founders of 
the Catholic Church in Bridgend built in the 
middle 1850s. 
 
O’Brien and family might have been 
grateful for this chance to worship with 
fellow Catholics as Southerndown is very 
close to Merthyr Mawr.  

 
O’Brien Nugent died of consumption in 1853.  On the death certificate he is 
named as Brien Nugent but on his grave in the churchyard of St Teilo’s Church, 
Merthyr Mawr, he has been given the name Bernard Nugent!  Why suddenly 
Bernard?  Yet in the church records he is Brian!  His wife Christina’s name is 
also on the tombstone mentioned as ‘wife of the above Bernard Nugent’. 
 
I find it interesting that although they were Catholics O’Brien and members of his 
family were buried in St Teilo’s Church (see below) churchyard in Merthyr Mawr.  
Their graves are in a very prominent position alongside the path leading to the 
main door and away from the majority of the other graves. 
 
It is difficult to ascertain what problems O’Brien encountered as an Irishman when 
he migrated from Ireland to Wales.  Whatever they were he stayed in Wales, 
spending his working life living in  Merthyr Mawr with his wife Christina, and even 
involved in the community, having won a prize at a hoeing competition at a local 
show as noted above. 
 
He and Christina had ten children who lived beyond childhood and three infants 
whose bodies share the family grave.  I am sure life in Merthyr Mawr was not 
easy for Christina either, having thirteen children between the years of 1832 and 
1854!  After all she herself was a migrant having been born in Scotland.  
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Following O’Brien’s death she moved to Bridgend where she died in 1899 aged 
81.  As a widow she mourned the deaths of two sons, Frederick aged 44 who 
died in a mining disaster in 1884, and Richard aged 38 who died in an accident 
while working at a quarry in 1887.  
 
I would like to think that he was a good employee having been accepted back 
after running away to marry and spending some time in Somerset. Perhaps he 
was fortunate in having employers who looked after their workers.  
 
Throughout his time working for Merthyr Mawr estates O’Brien was employed by 
different generations of the Nicholl family. 
Sir John Nicholl, (1759-1838) was an MP and Judge.  As a judge he was noted 
“for inflexible impartiality and great strength and soundness of judgement” Sir 
John Nicholl (https://biography.wales/article/s-NICH-JOH-1759) (The National 
Library of Wales online).  
 
The younger members of the Nicholl family who owned Merthyr Mawr House from 
1830 supported the building of the church in Bridgend.  Illtyd, Lucy and Teresa 
Nicholl had become deeply interested in the religious movements of the time and 
were particularly concerned about the plight of Catholics in the area.  In 1855 
Illtyd Nicholl bought a piece of land on the outskirts of Bridgend costing £210 for 
the building of a chapel and schoolroom.  
 
An article on Friday October 12th 1855 in ‘The Cambrian’, the South Wales weekly 
newspaper states ‘Romanism - we are informed that great progress is made in 
the erection of the Roman Catholic Chapel and schoolroom in Bridgend…..It is a 
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pleasure to witness the children of our Irish neighbours enjoying the privilege of 
being educated’  Nihil Obstat, Dom Michael Young OSB, Censor Librorum. 
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MARCH 2021 - THE WELSH IN LONDON 

 
See the next Journal due in March, for some fascinating stories and photographs 
of the London Welsh, those who stayed, and those who came back.  
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LOCK-DOWN - WHAT DID I DO?  PART TWO 
#1979 Mervyn R Pugh     

 
In the first part of my article, printed in 
Journal no 139, I concentrated mainly on two 
relatives having the DFM medal awarded 
during the Second World War.  Now I return 
to events on the PUGH side of my Family 
Tree (sometimes written confusingly as 
PUGHE).  My other grandfather Hugh PUGH 
(1873-1950) walked from Llanllechid in North 
Wales to South Wales to find work in the 
collieries, at a time when there were 
problems in the slate quarries.  My father told 
me that it took him a week to do so, imagine 
doing that today! 
 
So far I have been able to trace the PUGH 
line back to 1780 in Meirionethshire:  to my 
3x great-grandfather, called Hugh, then 
came my 2x great-grandfather also Hugh 
(1803-1877), followed by great-grandfather 
Isaac, who called his son, my grandfather, 
Hugh again!  Then came T Glanville Pugh, my father, and then Malcolm and me, 
twins, and our sister Rosalind (see photograph 
above of the three of us in 1948). 
 
Like most grandchildren I believed that 
grandparents were “special”.  My PUGH 
grandmother took great joy in “spoiling” us, 
especially me and my twin brother.  I fondly 
remember living with my grandparents in 
Ystrad Mynach for some time. My 
grandparents, Hugh PUGH and Agnes 
DAVIES, lived in Brynmynach Ave around 
1946.  My grandmother, whom we called Gu 
(short for Mamgu, grandmother in Welsh) had 
converted the front room of their terraced 
house into a confectionary shop.  Can you 
imagine the effect on two little boys and their 
sister?  Heaven was on our doorstep!!  She 
was always good for free toffee apples and 
mint boiled sweets, which she had made.   
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My grandfather, whom we called “Taid” (North Walian for “grandfather) did not 
spend too much time with us because he was too busy either working in the 

colliery or composing 
hymns.  Taid Hugh PUGH 
was, like many Welsh 
miners, keen on singing in 
chapel and in various 
Cymanfa Ganu festivals.  
He composed several 
hymns and I was fortunate 
to obtain a copy of some of 
his original hymns 
handwritten in Tonic Sol 
Fa on paper from a school 
exercise book.  It included 
one hymn which was 
published in the 1949 
Cymanfa Ganu Undebol 
held at Hengoed and 
Ystrad Mynach.    
 
Hymn by Hugh Pugh, named 
‘Elwyn’ after his oldest son 
 
My father T Glanville 
PUGH worked in the Taffs 

Well Forgemasters where he was a drop-forge stamper.  He travelled back and 
fore to work on a Royal Enfield motorcycle.  I recall waiting impatiently with my 
twin brother at the end of the street for him to stop and “give us a lift”; remember 
we were only three or four years old at the time!  I sat on the tank and my twin 
brother sat on the pillion seat most of the time.  Thank goodness there were no 
policemen about. My brother used to complain that he could see nothing except 
the road rushing past.  So I did give into his moans and let him sit on the tank on 
occasions (I was horrible to him).  My mother used to tell us stories about my 
father and his motorcycle, like the time that he was stopped by the local police for 
having a dirty rear light.  My father knew this, of course, so when he threw his leg 
off the bike he used his leather greatcoat to wipe the lens clean.  No helmets were 
worn at the time so my father had acquired a leather flying helmet to wear, 
perhaps one of the Kenneth’s of RAF was the supplier?  (See my earlier article).  
I believe that that was the reason that I developed a love of motorbikes. 
My father had four brothers and three sisters.  Three of the brothers worked as 
miners in local collieries and the fourth brother, Isaac PUGH,  joined the Army.  
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After he was demobbed, Isaac PUGH, became well known in Ystrad Mynach for 
setting up the first Boys Club in the area.  He spent most of his time developing 
facilities for young boys at the Ystrad Mynach Boys’ Club.  I believe that it was not 
until some years later that girls were allowed to join the Club. 
 
Three of my father’s sisters married coal miners and the fourth, Annie PUGH, 
married a David T JONES, a railwayman from Pontypridd, who was a councillor 
of Pontypridd UDC and was a former Chairman of the Council.  Later he became 
a Labour Member of Parliament for the Hartlepool constituency in the General 
Election of 1945 and held the seat for fourteen years before losing it to the 
Conservatives in 1959 by just 182 votes.   
 
David T JONES was a very active Labour supporter, as was most of my family at 
that time.  I understand that he was instrumental in saving the Taff Fechan Water 
Board many thousands of pounds through his campaigning for changes in the law 
dealing with the taxation of Water Boards. 
  
Through Ancestry I have found many “relatives” searching for the same 
information and have had several phone calls from cousins in Australia.  So my 
days during “lock-down” have been both exciting and emotional, especially  to find 
that a family member on both sides of the family were awarded the Distinguished 
Flying Medal during WW2 and that it was the practice to “farm out” some of your 
children to other family members. 
 
Finally, my researches have caused me to contact various cousins again, and we 
have given promises to meet face to face after the lifting of “lock-down”.   
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NAVAL SERVICE 
#8653  Barrie Jones 

 
This year is the 75th Anniversary of the end of the Second World War (WWII) and 
it is fitting that an account of my father’s war service should be recorded.  The 
following is a slimmed down version of a more detailed biography of his wartime 
service in the Royal Navy written by my eldest brother Brian.  It is based on the 
“Certificate of the Service of Jack Bailey Jones in the Royal Navy” and other “war 
papers” held by our father until his death on the 10th May 2011, just a month short 
of his 89th birthday.  It is an example how a significant primary document can be 
used as a template for wider and more detailed research into a person’s past.  
The article is in two parts, with part 2 printed in a future edition of the Journal. 
 
In the Second World War (1939–1945) Britain and the Empire, or Commonwealth, 
were unprepared for the war with the Axis powers of Germany, Italy and their 
allies.  Britain had to move rapidly to bring its economy to a war footing and this 
required considerable national effort in order to increase industrial military 
production.  In addition it was necessary to call up to the forces millions of young 
men and women.  For example the Royal Navy at a strength of 200,000 personnel 
needed to increase to 800,000 men and 77,000 women within a short period of 
time. 

 
 

Certificate of Service in the Royal Navy, form S 459, 
Jack Bailey Jones. Service no. MX 99516. 
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My father, Jack Bailey JONES, (Jack), 
was born in Merthyr Tydfil on 23rd June 
1922 the eldest child of Caradog JONES 
(1896-1971) and Margaret Ann, nee 
BAILEY (1898-1979).  Conscription for 
men between the age of 18 and 41 was 
introduced by emergency legislation on 
3rd September 1939.  Thus, when 
nineteen years old Jack was called up to 
serve his country and following his 
medical examination at Cardiff on 4th 
September 1941,2 he joined the Royal 
Navy and was posted for fitness training 
departing his home town on 9th 
December 1941. 
 
This is an account of the four and a half 
years Jack served in the                                                              
Royal Navy gleaned from his certificate 
of service 3 and other service records 
kept by him.  In 55 months of service he 
was deployed on two ships for 33 months, with the balance spent in shore bases.   
 
Much of the more detailed information with regard to each period of his postings 
is extracted from records gleaned from the internet, together with research 
provided by many authors too numerous to identify.  It is certain that the timeline 
of events is accurate however precise details relating to each specific part of this 
account must be subject to a degree of caution. 
 
Jack’s naval service on shore was in the south coast cities of Portsmouth and 
Plymouth.  These were major naval ports consisting of dockyards and shore 
based naval facilities and included the neighbouring geographical areas of 
Gosport and Devonport respectively.  As well as providing moorings, these 
dockyards built, repaired, refitted and refuelled ships.  Their attendant shore 
facilities, the “Stone Frigates “provided billets, training, and education and 
logistics. 
 

 
2  National Service grade card, NS 55, Jack Bailey Jones, Grade 1, registration no. MHR 
6357. 
3  Certificate of Service in the Royal Navy, form S 459, Jack Bailey Jones. Service no. MX 
99516. 
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First Posting – Fitness training (9th December 1941): All new entrants to the Royal 
Navy were required to undertake four weeks of basic fitness training.  HMS Duke 
the shore based naval establishment “Stone Frigate” was located in Malvern, 
Worcestershire.  This was a tented base which had been commissioned in May, 
a few months before Jack was posted there in December 1941 as a new entrant 
Stoker.  HMS Duke was decommissioned in May 1943. 
 
Second Posting – General training (13th January 1942): There was (and remains) 
a vast naval barracks in Devonport, Plymouth originally constructed in 1880 for 
5,000 officer and naval ratings and by the outbreak of WWII was one of three large 
naval bases together with those at Portsmouth and Chatham.  The shore 
establishment was a training and accommodation centre originally named HMS 
Vivid until it was renamed HMS Drake in 1934. 
 
Drake became the main shore base in the country for rating MX 99516, Jack 
Bailey Jones, and he served here for five months.  This was to be broad based 
training to include drill, fire arms, ship routine and assessment for future naval 
roles.  Jack never undertook stoker duties and he was now considered suitable 
for electrical training and education.  At sea this work consisted of heavy duty 
electrical work for power generation and distribution which was needed for 
propulsion and gun control.  He was to return to HMS Drake for many additional 
postings during the rest of his naval service.  He was now assigned as a 
“Wireman” or ship electrician on 9th June 1942. 
 
Third Posting - Specific training (9th June 1942): Portsmouth was a major naval 
port and Jack moved there from Devonport on the 9th June 1942.  Aside from the 
dockyard there were numerous shore establishments some of which were sited 
in Gosport a short distance across the harbour.  He was now located in HMS 
Vernon another shore establishment or “stone frigate” which had moved on shore 
in 1923.  Following the increased use of mines, Vernon took responsibility for mine 
disposal and developing mine counter-measures.  This base was the location of 
the Torpedo, Mines and Electrical School although a separate electrical branch 
was not established until 1946.  Jack began his training in all branches but with 
emphasis placed on electrical work for grading as a “Wireman”, the navy slang for 
which is a “Greenie”. 
 
Fourth Posting - Training continues (17th June 1942): Jack completed only two 
weeks at HMS Vernon before moving a short distance across the harbour to the 
shore base of HMS St Vincent for a further two weeks.  This base was originally 
the Forton Barracks site and renamed in 1927.  A torpedo training section opened 
in July 1940 and it also served as overflow accommodation for the Royal Navy 
barracks.  It is likely that Jack received training here on electrical aspects of 
torpedoes before he went to his next posting in Plymouth to undertake final 
training before joining his first ship. 
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Fifth Posting – Awaiting his first ship (5th July 1942): Now he was to return to HMS 
Drake in Devonport for a further four weeks.  He was now aware that he was soon 
to join the Light Cruiser HMS Bermuda which was about to complete contractor 
trials before being commissioned on 5th August and a day later he joined the ship.  
He then served in the Electrical Department as a Wireman on this Cruiser which 
initially carried two sea planes, and a Royal Marine Detachment. 
 
Sixth Posting – HMS Bermuda (6th August 1942): Jack had spent eight months 
getting fit, acclimatising to naval discipline and routine, and receiving the 
appropriate education and training for his job as a Wireman.  On 6th August 1942 
he boarded HMS Bermuda in Plymouth.  Bermuda was a “Colony” class light 
cruiser laid down in November 1939 in the John Brown shipyard on the Clyde, 
Scotland.  She was one of 100 new vessels under construction all of which were 
needed in order to fight the war at sea.  At 170 metres in length displacing 10,500 
tons with 970 crew, she was well armed with 6” and 4” guns.  From Plymouth the 
ship began acceptance trials at sea and then took passage to the large naval base 
at Scapa Flow, Orkney, Scotland, to work with other ships in the Home Fleet.  
Throughout September the ship and crew improved their operational efficiency.  
The ship’s role was to sail in the North West Approaches of the North Atlantic 
providing protection for convoys transiting North America to Iceland/Britain and 
Britain to Norway, the Barents Sea and the Norwegian port of Spitzbergen. 
 
The decision to invade North Africa meant a sudden change of plan for HMS 
Bermuda.  On 26th November she sailed south to Gibraltar as part of a large naval 
force in support of “Operation Torch”.  This was a combined Anglo–USA operation 
for American forces to capture Oran, Algiers and Casablanca in Vichy French 
North Africa.  Jack later commented that he was one of the few who had fought 
three nations during WWII; Germany, Italy and Vichy France.  The invasion force 
was supported by the Royal Navy and on completion Bermuda went into the Bay 
of Biscay on surface escort group activities.  She was to return to that part of the 
Atlantic some months later in order to join the air and sea effort to pen in the 
German U-boats operating out of the Bay ports.  However the main focus for 
Bermuda in the remaining winter of 1942-43 was in the cold North Atlantic waters.  
On 29th January 1943 she was providing cover for the Convoy RA52 returning 
from Kola Inlet when Bermuda was attacked by German U-boat U625 but the 
attack failed.4    
 
More on the eventful life of Jack Jones, my father, in a future edition 
  

 
4  U 625 was sunk on the 10th March 1944 by depth charges dropped by Canadian 
Sunderland Bomber EK591 “2U” of 422 Squadron RCAF. 
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BARRY DOCK SABOTAGE PLAN IN WW2 
#10933 Gerald Jarvis 

 
Last year I was visiting relatives on Barry Island, and the husband told me that he 
had recently become the proud owner/renter of a Council allotment nearby.  He 
was eager to show off his handiwork so we strolled up to it whilst he was telling 
us all the time of the benefits of home grown food etc and the benefits of all the 
fresh air and exercise he was getting. 
         
We got there and stood around politely admiring his efforts so far, and his plans 
for the future.  I must admit that I found my attention wandering and went off to 
inspect a curious looking 'garden shed' nearby.  It was made up of odd timbers 
mixed with old double-glazing windows and I took it to be a greenhouse, so I 
rubbed the window to see what could be growing there. 
 
I could make out very little, just a few tools and the usual garden paraphernalia.  
At that moment someone came over from another allotment and said “Would you 
like to see a secret?”  I answered “yes, please!”  The gentleman produced a key 
from his pocket and unlocked the shed door.  Once inside we were faced with a 
steep flight of steps leading downwards, and my guide leaned over and attached 
two wires to a car battery on a nearby shelf.  Immediately the steps were 
illuminated and we proceeded down the narrow stairway very carefully. Twelve or 
so steps later we stepped into a brick and concrete lined room of about twelve 
feet square. 
 
The walls were bare of any decoration, if you did not count the masses of 
cobwebs.  There were several look-out slits, but it was very difficult to see out of 
them because of the plant overgrowth outside  This place was obviously 
something left over from WW2 like the 'pill boxes' you can still occasionally see. 
 
My guide then told me what this place was originally built for.  During the last war 
there was a very real threat of invasion, so much so that at Barry Docks the 
harbour entrances were mined to prevent a seaborne invasion, but as an extra 
measure explosives were also planted on and in the dock gates themselves, so 
that if the enemy somehow managed to get through the minefield, they could be 
detonated. 
 
Where we were standing was directly overlooking the Dock entrance; on the wall 
adjacent to one of the observation slits was a wooden box which at first glance 
you would take for a First Aid box.  On opening it up however one could see it was 
filled with electrical wiring connected to a trip switch, and this switch was the 
master switch that, when thrown, would detonate all the explosives planted in the 
dock gates below. 
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I took several pictures of this room, and whilst not being sworn to absolute secrecy 
I felt honoured to have this 'secret' shared with me.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Glamorgan FHS website – Log in to use Members Only Resources: 
Baptism, Marriage, Burial & Memorial Inscription Master Indexes,  

Exchange Journals, Journal Archive etc. 
 

 
Problems logging in – contact:  website@glamfhs.org.uk 
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Printed Family Trees and Charts  
 

Do you want your Family Tree printed for you on one sheet of paper? We 
can print your tree from your own computer genealogy program files no matter 
what program you use.   

  
FREE tree design service, FREE colour printing. FREE preview service.   

See your tree before you buy or pay a penny. Every customer previews their 
tree on their own dedicated website before deciding to buy or pay a penny. 
Prices start from as little as £25 for a 500 person tree. We also produce a wide 
range of other Family History charts, books and gifts for the genealogist. FULL 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if you are not satisfied with any of our products.  
Please visit our website for further details or e-mail us your phone number and 
we’ll call you to answer any questions you may have, you don’t even pay for 
the call.  

 E mail: info@genealogyprinters.com 
 

 

USING ZOOM - Virtual Meetings 
 

Many of our members have joined our virtual talks and meetings  
online via ‘ZOOM’.   

 Links to these meetings, workshops and brickwall/chat sessions are 
sent out via our monthly MailChimp Newsletters.   

 Links to the sessions are also posted on our website  
https://www.glamfhs.org.uk/events 

You can join these meetings from your PC or laptop, ipad or phone.  If you 
have a camera on your computer that is an advantage but it is not essential 
as some members prefer just to listen to the talks – one member was even 
preparing the evening meal while listening to a talk.   
 

To avoid disappointment you can also book sessions that have a limited 
number of spaces via www.eventbrite.com.  Tickets are free you just need 
to register for each session.  If you have any questions about using Zoom 
you can contact website@glamfhs.org.uk for more information.  If you are 
unable to attend any of the sessions, most presenters provide their 
handouts or presentations on the website for a month after the session. 
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WHO WAS WILLIAM GRONOW? 
#169 Martyn J Griffiths 

 
I have been a family historian for about fifty years but for the last thirty years have 
spent more time on local history research.  The skills learned tracking my family 
have proved eminently transferable. 
 
Very often family historians believe there may be a link to a famous name from 
the past.  This may be because of family stories, rumours, or snippets of 
information received from other relatives.  The battle may then be to try and fill 
the intervening years so that modern generations can find a provable pedigree 
that stretches back to that famed ancestor. 
 
The danger is that leaps are often taken which may not take the researcher in the 
right direction. This such a story.  For a hundred and fifty years the Gronow family 
of Neath has been linked to medieval knights, but the whole fable may have been 
built on one man’s vanity. 
 
We know a great deal about William Gronow of Court Herbert, Neath, (see ‘Court 
Herbert’ in Volume 3 of The Neath Antiquarian published 2018), but there has 
been speculation about his family origins ever since one his sons rose to fame, 
or infamy. 
 
William Gronow, 1771-1830, lies buried in a very large grave at Cadoxton juxta 
Neath Church.  In fact, it is probably the largest grave in a very big churchyard.  
The grave measures 4 metres x 5 metres but he is the only person buried there.  
His list of achievements goes on and on: surgeon, apothecary, man-midwife, 
banker, portreeve, colliery owner, land owner, property owner in the town of 
Neath, magistrate, deputy lieutenant, etc, etc.  He was married twice and had 
three children.  Through his first marriage he had a grandson, Gronow DAVIES, 
who was one of the first to win a Victoria Cross for action in the Crimean War.   
 
His eldest son, from his second marriage, was Captain Rees Howell Gronow, 
soldier, failed parliamentarian, author, dandy and friend of royalty; his 
reminiscences made him a celebrity in his day and his accounts of Waterloo gave 
him a kind of immortality even though he ended his days a pauper.  The younger 
son, Reverend Thomas Gronow, also gained some notoriety for the problems he 
presented during his incumbency at Cadoxton-juxta-Neath between 1821 and 
1834.  There is an excellent article about him in Morgannwg L1, written by Rev 
Roger Lee Brown. 
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Nowhere however has there been 
printed any proof positive of 
William Gronow’s ancestry, but 
that has not stopped a great deal 
of speculation.  When William 
Gronow died in 1830 The 
Gentleman’s Magazine made no 
reference to his family’s illustrious 
past.  However, by 1862, these 
fables start to emerge. 
 
Burke’s Landed Gentry of 1862 set 
the seal of approval on the family 
when referring to the Reverend 
Thomas Gronow of Ash Hall, and 
speculated that the Gronow family 
‘were a very ancient family 
originally seated in North Wales 
where they had large landed 
possessions’.  A knighthood and a 
relationship to the Tudor royal dynasty are mentioned as well as links to royalty 
and eminent relations in Pembrokeshire. 
  
The Gentleman’s Magazine of 1866, reporting the Captain’s death, spoke of him 
being of ‘an ancient Welsh family’; and Roger Lee BROWN continued in the same 
vein stating that William Gronow “seems to have belonged to a cadet branch of 
the once influential family of Gronow”.  
 
All of these lineages seem to emanate from the introductory chapter to Volume 1 
of Captain Gronow’s book about himself, published in 1862, which gives details 
of the family claims to ancient links. 
 
The Welsh have always been proud of their ancestry and books have been 
written about the genealogies of the princes.  In Cadoxton church are plaques 
created by Philip WILLIAMS of Dyffryn which are believed to present the longest 
family tree in Wales.  On there you will find Iestyn ap Gwrgan last prince of 
Glamorgan (and said in the Gwenllian Chronicle to be the worst prince ever seen 
in Wales), kings of North Wales, Gwent and Dublin and even Old King Cole 
together with a host of other characters from Welsh history.  Never let the truth 
stand in the way of a good story!  Iestyn ap Gwrgan is said to have had 13 children 
and almost anyone living in South Wales in the mid-19th century would claim 
descent from him. 
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Captain Gronow told a good tale.  He was regaled in the courts of England and 
France and his fame as a raconteur meant that when he published the four 
volumes of his Reminiscences between 1862 and 1865 it was a best seller.  
Perhaps he would not have been so popular in certain quarters if it had been 
known that his grandfather was from humble origins.  Perhaps hints at illustrious 
ancestors was his way of getting round the problem – nothing concrete, mere 
suggestions. New evidence has now emerged which throws doubt on all these 
grand references. 
 
Lewis HERBERT was a joiner/carpenter from Cadoxton and built up a substantial 
property portfolio in the town of Neath.  By the time of his death around 1821 he 
owned the freehold on several properties in Wind Street and also had the 
leasehold on five properties in High Street.  In his will (Ref: WGAS D/D Z 238) he 
does not mention a wife or any children and leaves all his wealth to two main 
beneficiaries.  One is William Herbert ELIAS who was a tallow chandler in High 
Street and was probably a nephew; the other was William Gronow, then of Court 
Herbert, and he was left all the freehold properties. 
 
Lewis Herbert’s wife, Elizabeth, is named as a ‘wife’ in an indenture dated 1813, 
referring to properties in High Street and Wind Street, Neath (Ref: WGAS D/D 
Gn428).  There her age is shown as 66. 
 
The link between Lewis Herbert and William Gronow is found in the marriage at 
St Thomas’ church on 23rd June 1788, of Lewis Herbert, widower, and Elizabeth 
Gronow, widow, both of that parish.  Was Elizabeth Gronow mother or much older 
sister to William?  The answer to that is an earlier marriage, again at St Thomas’, 
on 22nd September 1770 between Thomas Gronow and Elizabeth MOORE.  
William (from his burial record) was born about a year later so there is little doubt 
that he was Elizabeth’s son.  There is no reference anywhere to any other 
Gronow children so it is likely that Thomas Gronow died shortly after the 
marriage. 
 
On the banns to the last marriage record (dated 1st September and held at NLW) 
Thomas Gronow is shown as ‘blacksmith’, which is certainly not someone 
belonging to the gentry class.  It is likely therefore that it was Lewis Herbert who 
gave his stepson a first step onto the ladder and provided him with the means to 
gain an apprenticeship to become a surgeon.  There is no doubt that William 
Gronow rose to become one of the senior citizens of Neath by his own means 
thereafter. 
 
It is still possible that the Gronows were descended from one of the noble families 
mentioned in Burke’s Landed Gentry but in Wales, almost everyone with Welsh 
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lineage is probably descended from one line or other of the prodigious Welsh 
princes, so that in itself would not be unusual. 
 
What is most likely is that Captain Gronow embellished possible links to the family 
name and when put into print for his Reminiscences it became accepted as fact.  
If indeed there was a link then it is lost in the mists of time as there is no earlier 
record than Thomas Gronow’s marriage in 1770. 
 
Anyone wishing to research the Gronow name before his marriage might have 
problems as there is no record of him in Neath prior to that date.  The bondsman 
on the Marriage Bond was Thomas RIMBRON ‘of the parish of Llandaff’.  
Bondsmen might be a relative or friend of either party so there is a possibility that 
the Gronow family came to Neath from the Cardiff area.  In fact there were 
Gronow and Rimbron families living in Peterston-super-Ely during the mid-18th 
century. 
 
There is a lesson here for all family historians.  Famous name links are all well 
and good but don’t believe everything you read in print.  
 
This and other articles about Neath can be found on the ‘News and Members’ 
Articles’ section of the Neath Antiquarian Society website: 
http://www.neathantiquariansociety.co.uk/ 
 

 
 

Extract from Burke’s Landed Gentry 1862 
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HELP WANTED 
 
#9907 Antony Hughes  I am looking for information about Thomas Morgan 
JONES, born 28th December 1877 in Briton Ferry, who became a solicitor in 
Cardiff and then in East London.  His family moved to the Canton area of Cardiff 
around 1897 with addresses in Talbot Street and Ryder Street.  He was a law 
clerk and then qualified in 1922.  He had married Florence Matilda JOHNSON in 
1911, but in 1914 had deserted his wife and one year old daughter.  In 1936 his 
office was at Salisbury Chambers, Castle Arcade, Cardiff, and then he moved to 
Wanstead, Essex and had a practice in 1940 at 40a Woodgrange Road, Forest 
Gate, E7.  The last address that I have for him was in 1942 at 112 Eastern Avenue, 
Wanstead.  He is sometimes T Morgan Jones or just Thomas Jones.  In the 1939 
Register he is with Bertha, born 27th January 1895.  Does anyone know where he 
spent his later years after 1942 and when and where he died?  Thomas’s older 
brother Albert Humphreys Jones lived at 80 Ryder Street until his death in 1947 
and was a Presbyterian Minister. Any information about him would be useful too. 
 
#20591 Penny Rowlinson  Re the Journal on Barry and its railway, my paternal 
grandfather died on the railway.  On 30th October 1916, Thomas Williams, a 
boilermaker living at 12 Castle Street, Barry, was run over on the railway.  The 
certificate cites “Severance of both legs by being run over by an Engine on the 
Sidings Barry Dock – due to accident”.  The coroner’s certificate was received by 
the Registrar on 2nd November, and the inquest was presumably recorded in the 
newspaper.  My late father was too young in 1916 to remember his father, so I 
would value further information.   
 

 
Don’t miss the Journal ‘Cut-Off Dates’ 

 
Material for possible publication should reach the Editor before the following dates: 

 
 

 
  

March Issue 20 January June Issue 20 April 
September  issue 20 July December  Issue 20 October 

 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS - 2021 
 

Saturday 20 February – Family History Show Online 
25-27 February - Rootstech Connect – Online 

Updates on other events are available on GENEVA 
http://geneva.weald.org.uk/ 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
 

Tracing your Female Ancestors, 
A Guide for Family Historians – Adèle Emm 

 
All those  researching their 
family history will know that as 
a general rule tracing the male 
members of the family is a lot 
easier than tracing the 
females, so this book comes 
as a useful aid in pointing out 
the pitfalls to female ancestor 
research, and drawing 
attention to useful sources 
which may not be immediately 
apparent to the researcher. 
 
The author Adèle Emm worked 
for many years in television 
and is the author of 
Researching for the Media, 
Television, Radio and 
Journalism  and Tracing your 
Trade and Craftsman 
Ancestors, as well as 
numerous articles written for family history magazines.  She has been a member 
of the Society of Genealogists and Guild of One Name Studies for many years, 
and has been researching her own family from a young age.   
 
Her opening chapter starts by quoting from her own family circumstances, when 
her ancestors were ‘diddled out’ of Tickford Abbey in Newport Pagnell ‘because 
there were only girls’, and this sets the tone of the book, which  explores the way 
women were sidelined and their lives very much subjugated to the male members 
of their families.  Only occasionally were there instances of a woman taking 
charge of her own livelihood, such as when the widowhood of the author’s great-
aunt meant she could take over her husband’s licence for running the Golden Ball 
Hotel in Poulton le Fylde, and make a very good living at it.  Her business acumen 
meant she died a wealthy woman (Page 145).  This would not be the lot of the 
majority of women however, whose destiny would always lie in the hands of the 
men.  
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The book covers the period from the end of the Napoleonic wars in 1815 to the 
beginning of the First World War, and is divided into six chapters which cover the 
quintessential experiences of birth marriage and death, women’s working and 
daily lives, crime and punishment, education and the fight for equality.  Each 
chapter gives advice on where further resources such as archives, wills, 
newspapers and websites can be found, with plenty of advice on how to use them.  
The ‘Births, Marriages and Deaths’ chapter for example refers to Bastardy books, 
which were used to record details of any woman giving birth out of wedlock, as 
well as Magistrates’ Court Records and Workhouse records which are all 
available, and Vaccination certificates, those that have survived, which have 
shown a surprisingly large amount of information.  Full details are given as to 
where and how these records can be found. 
 
It is also a useful guide to the social lives of all sections of society in that period.  
Many of us will be familiar with the works of the Brontes, Charles Dickens, Mrs 
Gaskell and George Eliot, and the sociological work in London carried out by 
Charles Booth and William Booth (of the Salvation Army, no relation to Charles), 
but Adèle Emm places emphasis on the blatant inequality of the sexes and how 
women were particularly disadvantaged.  This often led to great difficulty in 
tracking down exactly who was who in the available records.  When she factors 
in Bigamy, Illegitimacy, Divorce, almost impossible until the Matrimonial Causes 
Act of 1857, Nullity, Annulment, Jactitation (I had never heard of it either, where 
one of a couple said they were married when they weren’t), and Mensa et a Thora- 
legal separation on grounds of life-threatening cruelty, or adultery, then we start 
to see the difficulties.  Women could be cast off and children abandoned to poverty 
on the streets, and could often be known by different names from those they had 
previously been known by. 
 
The tone of the book is friendly and inclusive and treats its readers with 
intelligence assuming we are aware of how life was for many of our female 
forbears, but at the same time revealing new facts and ideas on how to research 
our femail ancestors.  A very helpful and informative addition to the family 
researcher’s library.    
 
Paperback, 220 pages, ISBN 1526730138, £14.99 plus postage,  
from Pen & Sword Books, www.pen-and-sword.co.uk, 01266 734222,  
47 Church Street, Barnsley, Yorks S70 2AS. 

                                                                                          Jean Fowlds 
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SOCIETY NEWS & REPORTS  

 

 

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS  
 

2020 Annual Membership lapses on 31 March 2021. Please check 
your journal envelope or your ‘Membership Status’ when you log in 
to the website for your expiry date.   
 

You can pay by cheque (a renewal form is included in the centre 
insert of this journal), online via our website or by setting up a 
Standing Order.    
 

HOW TO RENEW VIA OUR WEBSITE 
www.glamfhs.org.uk 

1. On Home Page – Click on ‘Member Log In’. 
2. Log in using your Username:  Your email address. 
3. Password:  If you have forgotten your password follow the 

instructions to reset your password.  You will be emailed a 
verification link.  Click on the link in the email to reset your 
password. 

4. Return to the Home Page and Click on ‘How to Join’. 
5. Select the appropriate subscription.  If you are renewing the 

same subscription you will see a ‘Renew’ button.   
6. Click on ‘Renew’ and follow the instructions to pay by Debit or 

Credit Card.  You do not need a Pay Pal account. 
7. If you try to pay after the expiry date of your subscription your 

account will have lapsed.  You will still be registered but you will 
not have membership access.  

 
Still unable to log in?   

 If you have too many attempts at your password your 
account will be blocked. 

 Are you using a new email?  Contact us to update your 
registration. 

 If your membership lapsed more than three months ago 
your account will have been deleted.   Contact us to set up 
a new account.                             website@glamfhs.org.uk 
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ABERKENFIG RESOURCE CENTRE (ARC) REPORT 
 
The ARC remains closed to visitors for the foreseeable future. The situation with 
Covid-19 is being monitored and along with Government Policy/Advice a decision 
to reopen will be made when it is considered safe. 
 
While the ARC remains closed our volunteers are still available to help you with 
research.  To make accessing help and advice easier for you a “VITUAL HELP 
DESK” has been set up on the website  www.glamfhs.org.uk.  Just click on the 
link, complete the form and your request will be forwarded to an appropriate 
volunteer.  We are also still processing orders via GENFAIR, www.genfair.co.uk  
as we know you are all using this lockdown to tackle those Brickwalls! 
 
Our volunteers continue to work from home, the largest project at the moment is 
updating our publications to comply with GDPR (Data Protection) this will, 
unfortunately take some time due to the limited number of volunteers we have at 
this time. 
 
Publication Focus: While the resource centre is closed, we thought we would 
highlight one or two publications that you may find interesting and possibly useful 
for your research.  This selection is taken from our “Miscellaneous” section, which 
are often overlooked by visitors. 
 

 Glamorgan & Monmouthshire Mining Accidents 1933-1934 
 Glamorgan County Asylum Female Case Notes (4 books) 1865-1902, 

Burials 1915-1926 
 Glamorgan Strays 
 Glamorgan Final Resting Places - Free to view on the website 
 Glamorgan Hearth Tax 
 Glamorgan Quarter Sessions Juvenile Convictions 1847-1880. 

Transcription of Quarter Session records. 
 1914-1918 Great Western Railway Roll of Honour 
 Somerset Trail into Wales – Transcription of talks 
 Waterloo 1815 Battle Chapel Name Index 
 Welsh Words and Phrases: Gravestone Welsh for Non-Welsh Readers 

of Memorial Inscriptions 
 

All these are available via www.genfair.co.uk 
 
We hope you are keeping safe and well and look forward to hearing from you via 
the “Help Desk” soon. 
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ABERDARE/CYNON VALLEY BRANCH  
 

We hope all our members are keeping safe and well.  Like a lot of branches 
no dates are planned for re-commencing future meetings, it is also anticipated 
that our AGM planned for January will now not take place.   
 
Contact with members who are online has been maintained throughout this 
difficult period, it is good to see how many people have taken advantage of 
this time to continue with their family history research.  Continued support has 
been offered for members both local and abroad with brickwall queries. 
 
We have been concentrating on project work to keep branch members 
interested and involved.  A small group of members met weekly in Brynygaer 
Cemetery, all the graves have been photographed and a couple of members 
have taken on the task of transcribing and recording the memorial inscriptions 
and burial records.  There are approx 3000 graves in Brynygaer.  Contact 
details for St Mary Magdalene Church, Cwmbach were obtained.  I have been 
in touch with their Treasurer to seek permission for the Baptism and Marriage 
records to be re-photographed they were photographed approx 10 yrs ago 
unfortunately the information was lost.  We are also seeking permission for 
MIs for both Ramoth Church, Hirwaun, and Heol y Felin, Trecynon.  We have 
also received completed MIs for Siloah Chapel, Hirwaun and handwritten MIs 
for St Cynog Church, Penderyn.  This work will be given to members who are 
not on-line but have expressed an interest in project work. 
 

Pat Rees, aberdare@glamfhs.org.uk 
 

 
 

BRIDGEND BRANCH  
 
We hope all our members are keeping safe and well.  During these difficult times 
the Bridgend Branch have been kept updated with regular newsletters.  
Unfortunately, we do not have a date for re-commencing our meetings.  
 
The committee met via Zoom video on the 19th October and held the Branch 
AGM.  Leading up to that members were invited to comment, vote and join the 
meeting.  Invitations were sent out both via email and in paper copy for those 
living locally that we do not hold email addresses for.  The committee were re-
elected unopposed with the exception of our long-standing member Mr Roy 
Poland.  It is understood that Roy has been unwell and we wish him a speedy 
recovery. 
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It is with sadness we are announcing the passing of a loyal long-standing member 
of this branch, Mr Chris Thomas of Coity.  Chris was well liked and very active 
both in the branch and resource centre, we will miss his cheerful smile and many 
stories.  Our thoughts are with his family at this sad time, he will be missed at our 
meetings, and in the resource centre. 
 
We hope you are all keeping safe and well.  We wish you all a very merry 
Christmas and a healthier New Year than we have all had this year.  
 

Nancy Thomas, Chair, bridgend@glamfhs.org.uk  
 

 
 

CARDIFF & VALE BRANCH REPORT 
 
September Meeting: After a break of five months, we restarted our speaker 
programme in September with our very first Zoom meeting.  Undaunted by the 
tech, Jenni Phillips gave us an excellent presentation on ‘Scrofula, Scarlet Fever 
and Sudden Visitations: how did our Victorian ancestors die?’.  It was a 
fascinating review of death registration and how it changed during Victorian times 
from the introduction of civil registration of births, marriages and deaths (1 July 
1837), to the 1858 Medical Act where doctors were required to be registered with 
GMC, followed by Births and Deaths Registration Act 1874 (enacted 1875) where 
the certificate from doctor documenting cause of death was made compulsory.  
In 1881 William OGLE set up an inquiry system between the GRO and certifying 
medical practitioners.  In 1896 the GRO revised the classification of disease 
(revised nomenclature published by the Royal College of Physicians).  Along with 
a whole range of suggestions of where you can find interesting snippets of 
information, Jenni shared the example of the Sampford Peverell (Devon) parish 
register where 335 people were buried between January 1861 and June 1889 
and their cause of death was recorded by the vicar (with the exception of his 
wife’s). 
 
Branch AGM: We were delighted to be able to hold our branch AGM via Zoom 
at the beginning of October, where the following members were elected:  

 Branch Chairman: Jane Graves (and to serve as the Society Branch 
Trustee) 

 Treasurer: Stephen Fairhurst 
 Committee members: Diane Brook, Sue Hamer, Ann Konsbruck and 

Jenni Phillips 
 Programme co-ordinators: Sandra Robinson, Sian Stenner and Jane 

Graves. 
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Thanks to Nick Davey (co-opted) for all his contribution to the committee during 
the last year and for being willing to fulfil the same role in the coming year.  
Graham Reed decided not to restand for the committee and I would like to thank 
him for all his many years of service to the branch.   
 
We are keen to welcome new Committee members, so if you were not at the 
Branch AGM but are interested in finding out more about the committee then 
please do contact Jane Graves. 
 
After our brief AGM, Sue Hamer shared some very useful tips and insights into 
‘Online family history opportunities during lockdown including the GFHS website 
and member resources’. 
 
Coffee & Chat (3rd Thursday each month 7 pm): Our first two monthly ‘Coffee 
and Chat family history’ have proved to be extremely informative.  Thank you very 
much to everyone who has attended and participated.  The sessions have 
provided a great forum for asking questions and sharing information. 
 
Online “Coffee and Chat family history” @7-8 pm GMT 
Thurs 19 November & 10 December 2020, 21 January & 18 February 2021 
 
Saturday Morning Brickwall/Beginners Sessions 11 am:  
Sue Hamer started our monthly Saturday morning Brickwall session with ‘Getting 
started online’, included in the presentation were some excellent hints for those 
who have been researching for sometime.  It is always very satisfying to add 
additional detail to a family tree.  
 
In October, Nick Davey shared his knowledge on researching landownership in 
‘He owned a field or two: Researching landownership’.  Using James Harvey 
INSOLE as an example, it was a story of two fields in Llandaff and their owners 
over hundreds of years.  With a reading list and a wide range of resources, not 
just covering Wales, there was plenty of encouragement to explore the topic 
further.  We will be continuing with this series in the New Year but will be moving 
to the second Saturday of the month.   
 
Online “Brickwall” session @ 11am -12:00pm GMT 
Saturdays – 5 December 2020, 9 January, 13 February and 13 March 2021. 
 
Sully Group 
While the Old School remains closed Sully Group meetings have been replaced 
for the time being by the online Coffee and Chat sessions on the third Thursday 
each month.    
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Branch meetings January – April 2021, to be held via Zoom 
 5 January - History of the Hilltop – Dean Powell 
 2 February – Dating Old Photographs – Stephen Gill 
 2 March – The Broken Branch – Ian Waller 
 13 April - Ship to Shore – Tracing Seagoing Ancestors – Dr Janet Few 

 
Further details of all the sessions will be circulated via the Branch & Society 
monthly newsletters.  All the meetings are open to all the Society’s members. 
 
You can follow the branch via Twitter: @Cardiff_GFHS 
 

Jane Graves & Sue Hamer,  cardiff@glamfhs.org.uk 
 

 
 

MERTHYR TYDFIL BRANCH 
 

There is very little to report from the Merthyr Tydfil Branch.  Thankfully our 
members seem to be in good health.  We optimistically thought that a meeting 
might be possible in October, booked Soar and Carl Llewellyn for a talk.  However, 
even before emails were sent out the 'rule of 6' came in and Merthyr Tydfil went 
into local lockdown.  It seems that it is now impossible to make any plans.  There 
is a plus side in that many people are using this time to do research and to prepare 
talks and 2021 could be a wonderful year for local history!  We recommend 
www.merthyr-history.com 'The Melting Pot, The Heritage and Culture of Merthyr 
Tydfil' an excellent and interesting source edited by Steve Brewer which has well 
researched contributions from many local historians. 
 
Merthyr Tydfil was indeed a 'melting pot', although many immigrants came to 
Merthyr Tydfil there were few from outside Europe but there were two well known 
exceptions.  A notable figure around Merthyr Tydfil in the mid twentieth century 
was Harry, affectionally called 'Harry the Black', a very smartly dressed gentleman 
who always wore a hat.  He was originally from St Helena but it is not known how 
he came to Merthyr Tydfil.  Even more popular was local boy Cuthbert TAYLOR, 
one of the greatest boxers born in Wales.  He represented Britain in the Olympic 
Games in Amsterdam in 1928 and the Taileann Games in Dublin and yet a colour-
bar, due to his mixed race, prevented him fighting for a professional title, although 
for many years he was regarded as the uncrowned featherweight champion of 
Britain.  This apartheid in professional boxing operated in Britain throughout the 
1930s and was strongly opposed by his father, a colliery haulier from Liverpool 
and his Swansea born mother.  Cuthbert himself was born in Merthyr Tydfil. 

Carolyn Jacob, merthyr@glamfhs.org.uk  
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PONTYPRIDD & RHONDDA BRANCH 
 

Not a lot to report unfortunately.  We are still unable to meet mainly because 
of the Covid virus but also because the Museum is not ready.  Work had been 
started to repair damages after the floods, but then everything was halted 
because of lockdown.  Some repairs have been done but the last we heard 
was that they were waiting for the Insurance Company to give the go-ahead 
to continue.  So, for the present we are not intending to hold a meeting, at least 
until January 2021, as everything is still up in the air. 
 

We cannot make definite plans for holding our AGM which is normally held in 
October, but so far everyone on the present committee is willing to stand 
again.  We spoke to some of our members who attend regularly to see if they 
would like to become Committee Members, and they were happy to do so.  We 
had hoped to arrange a meeting but then we were put in lockdown again.  
Therefore we will shortly contact everyone in the branch to check that they are 
in agreement for the committee to continue as it is at present.  Our Accounts 
Report has been submitted to the Finance Committee. 
  

 
 

SWANSEA BRANCH 
 

Regrettably due to the continuing Covid Virus situation we are unable to plan 
any branch meetings at present.  Swansea and surrounding districts we are 
only allowed to meet indoors with our household.  It is likely this restriction will 
prevail for some time.  Our Annual General Meeting normally held in October 
has necessarily been postponed and is likely to be held when our meetings 
are resumed. 
 

You may be aware that West Glamorgan Archives in Swansea have recently 
re-opened in a limited way.  The research room has been re-configured to 
comply with social distancing requirements and face masks must be worn.  
You may only visit by appointment.  Morning or afternoon sessions must be 
booked and details of the items which you wish to research must be given at 
that time.  ‘Face to face’ dealings with the archivists are unavailable.  Further 
details can be viewed on their website at   
www.swansea.gov.uk/westglamorganarchives   
or phone 01792 636589. 
 

Cherry King & Jeff Coleman, swansea@glamfhs.org.uk 



 

 

MEMBERS INTERESTS 
Surname/Forename Place Cty Dates # 
ARCH, nee LEWIS Llandaff GLA m 1841 20591 
BASSETT, 
Christopher 

Penmark GLA 1770s 20557 

BIRD, Rosaline Aberdare GLA 1850-1940 20591 
Bowen Baglan GLA 18th & 19thC 20156 
Bowen Kenfig Hill GLA 18th & 19thC 20156 
CLARKE, Alice 
Maud Mary  

Cardiff GLA 1911 5849 

DAVIES, Evan Pentyrch GLA b 1817 20591 
DAVIES, Evan Pentyrch GLA  b 1850 20591 
DAVIES, Gomer Cardigan CGN 1911 5849 
EVANS, Mary d/o 
Wm 

Marshfield MON 1791-1844 20523 

HOPKINS, Ann  Cardiff  GLA 1753-1810 20523 
JAMES, Daniel Marshfield  MON 1787-1857 20523 
JAMES, Edward  Marshfield  MON 1680-1748 20523 

JAMES, William 
Marshfield & 
Peterstone 

MON 1811+ 20523 

JAMES, William  Coedkernew MON c 1750+ 20523 
JENKIN, Margaret  Wenvoe  GLA b 1780s 20523 

JOHN, John William Llangyfelach GLA 1791 20601 
JONES, Thomas 
Morgan 

Britton Ferry & 
Cardiff 

GLA b 1877 9941 

LLEWELLYN, John Pentyrch GLA 1787-1852 20523 
LLEWELLYN, 
Thomas  

Whitchurch & 
Mellingriffith 

GLA 1814 - 1880 20523 

PROBERT, Ann Whitchurch GLA 1772-1852 20523 

PROBERT, John Whitchurch GLA 1732-1797 20523 

ROBERT, Ann  Marshfield  MON c 1724+ 20523 

ROBERT, Morgan Marshfield  MON 1699-1758 20523 

THOMAS, John Cardiff GLA 1749-1835 20523 

THOMAS, John  
Cardiff & St 
Fagans 

GLA 1789-1840 20523 

WARD, James Pontypridd  GLA 1953 5849 

WARD, James Cardiff GLA 1911 5849 
WARD, Archibald 
John George 
Wootton 

Pontypridd  GLA 1950 5849 

WILLIAMS, Edward 
(Curate) 

Ewenny/ 
Llangynwyd/ 
Newton Nottage 

GLA 1762-1814 20557 

 
If you wish to have a Help Wanted Item or your Members Interests published in the 

journal and in our online Members' Interests Directory they should be sent to: 
interests@glamfhs.org.uk. 

Postal address:   c/o Megan George, 29 Perrers Road, London, W6 0EY



 

 
 

If undelivered please return to: 
63 Clos Pwll Clai, Tondu, Bridgend, CF32 9BZ  

 


